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“Step by Step”
since 1991
by Paolo Del Bianco
Once upon a time a Florentine Hotel Company, in a world Heritage Site, began to think about its main “Employer”, the World
Heritage; from that time began a process of many steps, becoming every time deeper and more conscious of the importance of
travel in our international community, and going, therefore, well beyond mere consumerist tourism. Below are the milestones of this
activity, in their extremely synthesis.

1991 		

Tribute to Florence
The first project of involvement of Florentine Hotel Company’s guests in the conservation
and valorisation of the Florentine cultural heritage.

1998 		

3 June, Constitution of the Fondazione Romualdo Del Bianco®

1998 		

Motto 1998
“For peace in the world, among young people of different Countries, through culture. Meeting,
getting acquainted, understand each other to develop friendship among people"

2004 		
		
		

Letter by Prof. Antonio Paolucci, Special Superintendent for the State Museums of
Florence and former Minister of Cultural and Environmental Heritage of the Italian 		
Republic, prot. 5370-1/92, April 7, 2004.

2004		
		
		

Be Part of History®
A worldwide Heritage to build our Future, contributing to the restoration of masterpieces 		
displayed in Florence major museum.

2005 		
Motto 2005
		“International meetings without competition in the respect of each own identity - A past to 		
		
know together, a common future to share"
2005		

Art in our Heart®
Programme for the contribution to the preservation of works of art and culture, with the
personal involvement of Florentine Hotel Company’s guests.

2006 		
		
		
		
		

ISC ICOMOS Theophilos
Upon invitation of Prof. Andrzej Tomaszewski, the Foundation becomes an institutional 		
member of the ICOMOS International Committee for Theory and the Philosophy of
Conservation and Restoration and brings its contribution and experience to the field of
enjoyment of cultural heritage for intercultural dialogue.

2007 		
		

Ministry of Culture of Azerbaijan
Memorandum of Understanding with the Ministry of Culture of Azerbaijan.

2007 		
		
		

First presentation of Life Beyond Tourism, Baku, Azerbaijan
At the international conference “The Islamic City in the 21st Century: Cooperation with the
Islamic World”, Baku, Azerbaijan.

2008 		
		
		
		

Manifesto 2008
With the Foundation, 59 experts from 21 countries publish the Life Beyond Tourism
Manifesto, laying the ground rules for understanding tourism and travel in the light of
cultural heritage and opportunities for intercultural dialogue.

2008 		
ICOMOS Quebec
		
Support of the philosophy Life Beyond Tourism by ICOMOS during its 14th Symposium in
		Quebec.
2008		
		

Declaration of Intents
Life Beyond Tourism® Declaration of Intents, signed by 59 experts from 22 countries.
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2008		
Launch of www.lifebeyondtourism.org
		
Launch of the Non-Profit Cultural Portal Heritage Community Life Beyond Tourism
		www.lifebeyondtourism.org with an intent of increasing knowledge of cultural diversity.
2008 		
		
		

Launch of VivaFirenze.it®
Launch of the accommodation booking services portal, with an innovative mechanism of 		
concrete financial support to the cultural heritage of Florence.

2008 		
La Città degli Uffizi
		
Concept and support of the Project in collaboration with the Uffizi Gallery for the
		
valorisation of the museum and artistic heritage of the local territory
		www.lacittàdegliuffizi.org (Foundation’s domain).
2010 		
		
		

Fondazione Romualdo Del Bianco® - Life Beyond Tourism®
The Fondazione changes its official name to Fondazione Romualdo Del Bianco® - Life 		
Beyond Tourism® underlining its commitment to the mission of Life Beyond Tourism®.

2010 		
Motto 2010
		“From Florence, we are helping to trigger young people’s emotions urging them to come up 		
		
with thoughts and proposals of use to international community”.
2011 		
		
		
		

Confcommercio Imprese per l’Italia
Memorandum of Understanding with Confcommercio Imprese per l’Italia, the Italian 		
General Confederation of Enterprises, Professions and Self-Employment, is the 			
largest business association in Italy.

2011 		
		

Provincia di Firenze
Memorandum of Understanding with the Province of Florence.

2013 		
		
		

ICOMOS Paris
Memorandum of Understanding with ICOMOS International Council on Monuments and
Sites in its headquarters in Paris.

2013 		
		
		
		

International Institute Life Beyond Tourism
Establishment of the International Institute Life Beyond Tourism for the dissemination 		
of Life Beyond Tourism principles and best practices among young generations, students, 		
professionals and researchers, as well as ‘training for trainers’ courses.

2014 		
		
		

“Travel and Dialogue”
Publication “Travel and Dialogue”, Life Beyond Tourism Philosophy, Model and Manual of
Practical Application. 		

2014 		
		
		
		
		

Declaration of Auspices for UNESCO
The Foundation collects over 297 subscriptions from 47 countries on 5 continents of the 		
Declaration of Auspices addressed to UNESCO and aimed to sensitize the International 		
Community on the issues of cultural heritage and travel for the purpose of the dialogue 		
between people, a new commercial offer for tour operators based on a different ethics.

2014 		
		
		
		

Manifesto 2014
Manifesto 2014 with Life Beyond Tourism principles on tourism perceived as a crucial
opportunity for intercultural dialogue, fostering awareness of cultural diversity and
traditional knowledge and safeguarding and communicating the spirit of place.

2014 		
		

ICOMOS GA 2014
Experimentation and sharing of Life Beyond Tourism Model by the ICOMOS General 		
Assembly with its Resolution 2014/42 where it “supports the Life Beyond Tourism notion and activity of travel to promote dialogue.”

2015 		
		
		
		
		

Learning Communities©
Introduction of the concept of Learning Communities© by Life Beyond Tourism, active 		
members of society contributing to the mission of intercultural dialogue: Travellers,
Residents, Cultural Institutions, Local authorities, Local Service Providers, Education and 		
Training Institutions, online and offline intermediaries, Market Trend Research Centers.
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2015 		
		
		

Start of Life Beyond Tourism courses at the Josai International University, Tokyo, Japan
Life Beyond Tourism courses become part of the education curriculum at the Josai
International University, Tokyo, Japan.

2015 		

Florence Convention and Visitors Bureau
Memorandum of Understanding with the Florence Convention and Visitors Bureau
receiving from the Foundation the Manual of practical application of the Model Life
Beyond Tourism, and creation of the Bureau’s new portal, proudly announced by its
President in recognition of the paternity of Life Beyond Tourism Model.

2015 		
		
		

CIRT Interuniversity Centre for Tourism Research
Memorandum of Understanding with the CIRT Interuniversity Centre for Tourism
Research of the Universities of Florence, Pisa and Siena.

2015 		
		
		

ISC-CNR – Florence
Memorandum of Understanding with the ISC-CNR Institute for Complex Systems National Research Council, Florence.

2016 		
		
		
		

SITES for DIALOGUE®
Publication of the book “SITES for DIALOGUE®”, milestone of the Life Beyond Tourism 		
research dedicated to the role of world Heritage of Humanity for Intercultural Dialogue, 		
through Travel with Life Beyond Tourism®.

2016		
Life Beyond Tourism Intensive Course in Baku, Azerbaijan
		
Held at the Azerbaijan University of Architecture and Construction, Faculty of
		Architecture.
2016 		
		
		
		
		
		
		

Associazione degli Esercizi Storici Fiorentini
Memorandum of Understanding with the Association of Historic, Traditional and Typical 		
Shops in Florence for the valorisation of the authentic heritage of Florence and its
cultural diversity. An example of team work among Florentine communities, for the
transmission of knowledge to the following generations and operating in respect of each 		
others’ roles and successful stories, for the development of our territory and international 		
community on this our planet Earth moving towards 7 billion inhabitants.

2016 		
		
		

Life Beyond Tourism Intensive Course in Florence
Named TRAVEL & DIALOGUE, the first Life Beyond Tourism intensive course in
Florence had Polish and Philippine students and professors.

2017 		
		
		
		

OmA Osservatorio dei Mestieri d’Arte
Memorandum of Understanding with the Observatory for Arts and Crafts in Florence for 		
the development of common initiatives aimed at the preservation and communication of 		
the tangible and intangible cultural heritage of Florence and especially its cultural identity.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The 18th International Assembly of the Experts of the Fondazione Romualdo Del Bianco
“Learning Communities for Intercultural Dialogue for Territorial Development”
Mounir Bouchenaki
Former ICCROM Director General
& Former UNESCO Assistant Director General for Culture.
We can safely say today that, thanks to the boom in tourism in recent decades, never before in the history of humanity have the
inhabitants of this planet travelled as much, or been as much engaged in the discovery of other cultures.
So, what are we, as international organizations, and non-governmental organizations (NGOs), politicians, policy makers, practitioners and as ordinary citizens and tourists, doing with this tremendous opportunity to advance understanding among the inhabitants
of the planet through encounters with others and their cultural and artistic expressions, monumental and living, past and present?
One of the World’s reply was the organization by both UNWTO and UNESCO for the first time, in February 2015, of the International Conference held in Siem Reap ( Kingdom of Cambodia) on the theme of Tourism and Culture.
It was preceded by a UNWTO Regional Conference on Tourism Development in Cultural and Natural sites, organized in November
2013 in Siem Reap ( Kingdom of Cambodia) which recommended to hold a World Conference on this matter.
On the other hand, an initiative taken by a non-governmental organization such as The Romualdo Del Bianco Foundation based in
Florence (Italy) is also bringing a reply with a new strategical approach recommending that Tour Operators and all categories of
Hotels be actively involved in the promoting the concept of « Life Beyond Tourism » involving all stakeholders groups in Tourism
industry including in particular the local communities.
President Paolo Del Bianco has already a long history of achievements in the implementation of the concept of « Life Beyond
Tourism » that should be acknowledged and that he is developing in relation with a number of specialized scientific institutions
in different parts of the world, from Eastern Europe to the Far East and to the Arab region, and in cooperation with UNESCO,
UNWTO, ICCROM and ICOMOS.
We believe that tourism, which brings individuals and human communities into contact, and through them cultures and civilizations,
has an important role to play in facilitating dialogue among cultures.
Tourism also has the capacity to assist the world’s inhabitants to live better together and thereby contribute to « the construction of
peace in the minds of men and women », to paraphrase the Constitution of UNESCO.
Cultural and Natural Heritage, that attracts so many tourists, and is a resource for development, is, fortunately, distributed throughout
the world, thus providing an additional opportunity for many non-industrialized countries. It is definitely recognized thanks to the
UNESCO World Heritage Convention of 1972 that a common good of Humanity.
Raising awareness, educating and training the staff concerned as it is done at the international level by ICCROM, is essential in
involving communities in the process of conserving and enhancing their heritage. It is the involvement of all that will enable the
heritage of humanity to be better preserved, living conditions to be improved and poverty reduced.
Preserving cultural and natural heritage, to bring it within reach of all, making cultures and civilizations better known, improving
daily living conditions and reducing poverty, is what gives meaning to the sustainability of tourism development.
However, these objectives depend upon the quality of the design and the implementation of tourism policies and activities - that is
to say, their understanding of culture and their sustainability - which involves the participation of communities in the preservation
and enhancement of cultural heritage in the long term.
The negative impacts of tourism are, by no means, inevitable. Tourism can have positive and lasting effects on our cultural and
natural heritage, on creativity and cultural diversity, and on the environment and balance of societies.
We believe that the objectives set out above, of dialogue among cultures and development, may be reached if decision-makers and
actors in tourism and culture, the societies hosting tourists and the tourists themselves, develop respectively, policies and attitudes
resulting from an understanding of the complex relations between tourism and culture, in the light of the conventions, declaration
and texts of the United Nations adopted in the fields of culture and sustainable development.
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Detailed Management Plans for Tourism Developement as the one recently developed and adopted for Angkor World Heritage site
are responding to the various challenges mentioned above.
The purpose of this intervention is to open a debate during this 18th General Assembly of Experts gathering in Florence on the
complex questions that surround the relations between culture and tourism, tourism and development, tourism and dialogue among
cultures; questions that every decision-maker and actor engaged in tourism should address before a tourism project is launched.
We can bring to the attention of the experts one the major operational projects implemented by UNESCO with the support of the
International Community ( The Angkor World Heritage Site ), in order to illustrate how cultural tourism policies developed in the
spirit of the principles and values contained in the texts, standard-setting instruments, declarations and recommendations adopted
by UNESCO, are put into practice.
UNESCO is resolutely engaged, alongside its Member States, the private sector and civil society, and in cooperation with the relevant agencies of the United Nations and Non-Governmental specialized Organizations, in promoting the sustainability of development in tourism, which, as we know, preserves cultural diversity, enhance the dialogue among cultures and facilitate peace building
in the World .
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Historic City Of Georgia – Samshvilde
David Berikashvili, Giuli Alasania
University of Georgia, Georgia
Samshvilde is among the most remarkable historic cities of the Caucasus. It has a status of an historic-archaeological complex today
and is under patronage of the state. Its location in the historic Kvemo Kartli, near the southern branch of the Silk Road contributed
to the quick economic and political revival of the city from the beginning. The cape upon which the city of Samshvilde was built, is
located at the confluence of Khrami and Chivchava rivers (pic.1).

1. Samshvilde Cape

It represents a rocky massive created from 150-200 m high basaltic layers where the trace of human activity was observed from the
ancient times. This fact was also confirmed by archaeological excavations carried out here by the University of Georgia [Berikashvili
D., Bukhsianidze M., Gabunia T., Odilavadze D., Kebuladze N. 2015-2016].
Historical context
The Georgian historical tradition associates creation of Samshvilde with the pre-Christian period and the eponym of Georgians,
Kartlos. However, by the recent historic-geographic, paleographic, epigraphic and linguistic surveys established that Samshvilde
must have been formed as a significant political-economic center in the early Middle Ages when the Sassanid influence particularly
increased in the South Caucasus. This is the period when “… the king of Kartli, Bakur son of Mirian (about 330/335-355) exchanged
the country with Peroz for better protection of Kvemo Kartli (Tashir, Ashotsi) from the ally of Rome, Armenia, took Ran-HeretMovakan, i.e. Albania and transferred the Duchy of Samshvilde – Tashir and Ashotsi to direct ownership of Peroz. Thus, the
Sassanid King Peroz became a “Eristavi (Duke) of Samshvilde” according to the terminology of the “The Georgian Chronicles”
where “eristavi” is a Georgian translation of “Pitiakhsh” [Sanadze M. 2016. 256].
Samshvilde became a significant center in the 5th century when the King of Kartli, Archil transferred it to his son Mirdat (Mirdat
VIII) “…. Samshvilde to his son with his duchy and Mirdat and Sagdukht had a seat there …” [The Georgian Chronicles 1955. 142].
It is also seen from the source that after the Queen Sagdukht was converted to Christianity, she built Sioni Church of Dormition of
the Mother of God here1. After the epoch of Vakhtang Gorgasali (“Adarnese, the Duke of Samshvilde”) the written sources actually
do not mention Samshvilde. The Pitiakhsh-Duke “who governed Trialeti, Tashir and Abotsi” ... “ appears again only in the source
dated by the second half of the 8th century [The Georgian Chronicles 1955. 241] . From the context we may assume that in the period
after Vakhtang Gorgasali until the above period Samshvilde was under “governance” of Pitiakhsh again. This is confirmed by an
inscription (777/778) on Samshvilde Sioni (756-777) where “Pitiakhshs by relatives”, “Varaz-Bakur” and “Iovane” are mentioned
[Muskhelishvili 1943. 97].
After the epoch of Vakhtang Gorgasali (6th century) the written sources actually do not mention Samshvilde. The Pitiakhsh-Duke
“who governed Trialeti, Tashir and Abotsi” ... “ appears again only in the source dated by the second half of the 8th century [The
Georgian Chronicles 1955. 241] [“Samshvilde Country” D. B.]. From the context we may assume that in the period after the 6th
century before the 8th century Samshvilde was under “governance” of Pitiakhsh again. This is confirmed by an inscription (777/778)
on Samshvilde Sioni (756-777) where “Pitiakhshs by relatives”, “Varaz-Bakur” and “Iovane” are mentioned [Muskhelishvili 1943.
97].
1

We absolutely agree with the opinion expressed by professor M. Sanadze on existence of the church built by Queen Sagdukht assumedly under Samshvilde
church dated by the second half of the 8th century [Sanadze M. 2016. 304].
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The situation changed in the region together with appearance of Arabs in Transcaucasia. After formation of the Tbilisi Emirate (70s
of the 8th century) (Alasania G. 1999, 21-27) significant part of Kvemo Kartli fell under jurisdiction of the Arab Emir. However,
reference to the Byzantine Emperors – Constantine V Kopronymos and Leo IV the Khazar in the inscription of Samshvilde Sioni
suggests that influence of the Tbilisi Emirate on Samshvilde must have been fictitious or minimal. During the campaign of Bugha
the Turk in Tbilisi in 853 which aimed to punish Emir Sahak, the Emir tried to find a shelter in Samshvilde Fortress - “… he (Sahak,
D.B.) left through the door which led to Samshvilde Fortress … “ [Tsagareishvili, 1976, 269]. In connection with the above issue,
is can be assumed that during that period (853) Samsvilde, this most significant center of Kvemo Kartli must have been under the
jurisdiction of Emir. Otherwise, the defeated Emir Sahak would not have dared to go for shelter in this direction.
From the mid-9th century Samsvilde and the entire Kvemo Kartli in general fell under the influence of the Shiraki Bagratuni
royal dynasty who managed to annex it from the second half of the same century [Kutateladze 2001. 83]. A bit later when the first
representative of the lateral branch of Bagratuni Dynasty – Kiurikian Dynasty – Gurgen son of Ashot (Korike – Kiurike I, 979-989)
was appointed as the ruler of Tashir, the basis was laid for formation of the Kingdom of Tashir-Dzoraget which was a vassal to the
Armenian Kingdom of Shirak [Մաթեվոսյն 1982. 71]. The Kingdom of Tashir-Dzoraget existed on the territory of historic Kvemo
Kartili-Gogarene until 1118 when David IV the Builder seized Lore and abolished the Kingdom of Tashir-Dzoraget.
After Gurgen-Kiurike his elder son David (“Anhoghin”, 989-1046) became the king of the kingdom who appeared to be a really
powerful ruler unlike his father. According to the Armenian sources, David, son of Gurgen strengthened his influence on “Vrats
Dasht” (Valley of Georgians) by battles and owned a large and strong fortress – “Shamshulde” (Samshvilde) [Ստեփանոսի
Տարոնեցւոյ…1885. 256]. Movement of the Kingdom of Tashir-Dzoraget from Tashir to Samshvilde is associated with the name of
David Anhoghin and because of that he is referred to as “of Samshvilde-Dzoraget” according to the “Annals of Kartli”.
During the reign of the successor of David Kiurikian, Kiurike II (1048-1089) the Kingdom of Tashir-Dzoraget was invaded by the
Turk- Seljuks, but not during their first intrusion of the South Caucasus, but after 1066 . Prior to that in 1064 the Georgian King
Bagrat IV took Samshvilde and the center of the kingdom of Tashir-Tzoraget moved to Lore. For a while Samshvilde was a part of
Georgia; and was given to the rebelled Ivan Baghvashi by the Georgian king Giorgi II (1972-1089). However in times of MalikShah that was lost to the Seljuks and remained under their influence until David the Builder, eventually freed it in 1110 (Alasania
G. 2010, 37,39).
Strong Georgian feudal families are presented as possessors of Samshvilde in the late Middle Ages. The influence of the Orbeli, and
later of Baratashvili-Kaplanishvili is dominant here and such situation continued until nearly 17-18th centuries when Samshvilde
witnessed significant constructions, renewals and battles once again.
After the king of Kartli, Teimuraz II visited the palace of Nader Shah in Persia (1747), Archil Bagrationi (Abdulla Beg) who was
converted to Islam occupied Samshvilde Fortress: “Abdulla-Beg Batonishvili took cannons and the weapon arsenal from Lore
Fortress, brought them to Samshvilde Fortress … Abdulla-Beg Batonishvili came to Samshvilde Fortress and began to reinforce
the fortress … “ [Orbeliani. 1981. 127]. As it seems, Abdulla-Beg began to prepare for the battle against Erekle II by reinforcement
of Samshvilde Fortress and meanwhile, the Baratashvili-Orbelishvili-Kaplanishvili also vowed to support him. However, the war
which lasted for two years (1747-1748) and was the last in the history of Samshvilde, ended by seizure of the fortress by Erekle II
and the total victory. After that there were no battles in Samshvilde.
In the second half of the 18th century the ethnic picture was significantly changed in Samshvilde and Kvemo Kartli in general. From
the end of the century these places were occupied by newly entered Armenian groups which settled down in Kvemo Kartli and Lore
surroundings [Javakhishvili 1919. 31-32]. From the early 19th century the Turkish-speaking population, Germans (1818) and Greeks
(1829) were settled in this region with the assistance of the Russian government [Kaukhchishvili 1924]. Kvemo Kartli represent a
region settled by such mixed ethnic elements even today.
Archaeological Project

2. Samshvilde Cape
© 2017 | Fondazione Romualdo Del Bianco® - Life Beyond Tourism®
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Even this brief historic review confirms importance of Samshvilde for research of the past of Georgia as well as the Caucasus
and the Middle East. Despite this, archaeological surveys of this unique monument have not been conducted until recently and
therefore, archaeological expedition of Samshvilde (led by Professor D. Berikashvili) was established in 2012 by the decision of the
Presidents of the University of Georgia, Professor G. Alasania and Professor M. Sanadze which has been conducting comprehensive
researches of this unique monument until present. Currently, the University of Georgia is carrying out excavations on the territory
of the citadel (pic.2) of the former settlement which represents one of the most prospective sections and also, on Sioni section (pic.
3) where the oldest layers have been assumingly preserved. It is noteworthy that archeological excavations prove the results of the
geoarchaeolocational reconnaissance in Samshvilde carried out by the University of Georgia in 2015.
The results obtained as a result of archaeological excavations are rather interesting and more importantly, they are in compliance
with the Georgian and foreign written sources available for us.
Presently, the following conclusions can be made as a result of analysis of trenches 60, 68, and 69 (pic. 4) studied in Samshvilde
citadel:

4. N60, N68 and N69 trenches in Samshvilde Citadel

In all three trenches, at the depth of 20-30 cm under the cultural layer, a layer of average strength of the Middle Ages is located
which corresponds to the period of stay of Abdulla Beg (Archil Bagrationi) in Samshvilde (1747-1748). This period is represented
by stone layer (pic. 5) and a room with a fireplace (= 69 trench), strong ruins and a water catchment reservoir plastered with lime
(= 68 trench).

5. Stone layer of the late Middle Ages and the remnants of the premises

•
•

The late Middle Ages are substituted by the strong Middle Ages layer developed in all three trenches and it contains several
construction horizons and levels. This layer starts at the depth of 80-90 cm from the ground surface and according to the present
data of excavations, spread to the deepest point – 2.40 m (pic. 6).
Two large-sized rounded-modified basalt bases (2) (pic. 7) discovered in ) = 68 trench with the plastered fragment of lime floor
must be suggesting the existence of a large-sized structure in Samshvilde citadel in the developed Middle Ages. According to
the glazed bowl discovered here, these bases are dated by the 12-13th centuries (pic. 8) [Berikashvili D. 2016]
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Both construction items and household dishware are found in the archaeological material. The household dishware is represented
by glazed and simple fragments among which the polychrome ceramics (pic. 9) and also a bright cream-colored, small and
average-sized containers for drinking are important for identification of the period. Fragments of window glass, twisted and
simple grass bracelets dated by the 12-13th centuries should be mentioned separately.
Abundance of pieces and flakes of obsidian discovered on the entire area of excavations is also significant. At the same time,
discovery of cogged plates for knives and reaping hook made of flint (pic. 10) suggests existence of the layers of the earliest
period on this section of Samshvilde former settlement.

6. Cultural layer of the developed
Middle Ages in Samshvilde Citadel

8. Glazed bowl from trench of
Samshvilde Citadel

7. Basalt bases discovered in trench

9. Polychrome ceramics from
Samshvilde Citadel

10. Cogged flint weapon from Samshvilde

In addition, the following conclusions can be made as a result of archaeological excavations carried out on Sioni section in 2016:
•
•
•

Research of trench N8 as well as research of pits = 19 and = 20 have confirmed that a special “ground” arranged by lime was
located in the north of Samshvilde Sioni Temple in the period of functioning of the temple. This, on the one hand, equaled and
on the other hand, cleared the adjacent territory of the temple.
Premises were later arranged on the above lime ground which were significantly damaged by walls, middens and sepulchers
(pic. 11). The premises were covered by the layer containing the material of the developed Middle Ages in which sepulchers of
a later period are “placed”.
Discovery of 12 sepulchers the area of 37 sq. m. to the north and the north-east of Sioni Temple suggests existence of an intensive
burial ground. On the basis of comparison of stratigraphic data with the written sources, the burial ground may be associated
with the Middle Ages, assumingly, campaign of Jehan-Shah in Samshvilde (1440), when the governor of the Turkmen State of
Kara-Koyunlu and the King of Tabriz punished Samshvilde population with particular violence. We think that this explains the
existence of the trace of killing of nearly all people in Samshvilde sepulchers by violent methods.
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11. Midden and a sepulcher arranged
in it. Samshvilde, Sioni

12. Topographic surveys on Samshvilde former
settlement. Samsvilde Archeological Expedition of the
University of Georgia
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13. Students of the University of Georgia in the
archeological field

Perspective
The above archaeological-historic researches of Samshvilde former settlement represent a mega-project of the University of Georgia
in which specialists invited from scientific institutions of various countries are involved together with the professors of the University
(Pic. 12). The most significant fact is that youth groups consisting of students of both humanitarian and technical, specialist are the
leading in all kinds of surveys – both in the field and in the office. Archaeological surveys are conducted (Pic. 13), the obtained
material is processed in the office and exhibited in the archaeological museum of the University of Georgia by the students.
At the same time, Samshvilde archaeological expedition of the University of Georgia is ready to cooperate with all scientific
institutions which will become interested and express a desire to participate in surveys of the ancient city of Georgia - Samshvilde.
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Cultural Landscape of the Casentino Valley: An Intercultural Dialogue for Territorial
Development
Diane Archibald
Heritage Expert, ICOMOS ISC Theory and Philosophy of Conservation and Restoration

Abstract
Foremost to territorial development and safeguarding of its heritage is to encourage and foster stewardship of the multiple
communities that comprise the territory through participatory strategies that create a forum for dialogue within each community,
and between communities. Stewardship of the heritage of a territory combined with the implementation of a valid cultural resource
management plan are critical to territorial development. Heritage resource management is based on the identification, development,
and responsible management of the cultural resources of the territory. This is best achieved by a community-based, participatory
approach, working alongside experts in the fields of heritage, conservation, and sustainable tourism. Within this context, this paper
examines the concept of cultural landscape as an holistic approach to conserving the heritage of a territory both in its parts and
as a whole. The methodological approach of ‘cultural mapping’ and its implementation is also discussed. ‘Cultural mapping’ is a
valuable process for identifying the heritage themes of a territory, and in determining the principle cultural patterns, which form
the cultural landscape. This process is an effective tool for territorial development; conservation management, sustainable tourism;
interpretation programs, all of which contribute to and encourage intercultural dialogue.
Keywords: cultural heritage, territory, cultural landscape

I. Introduction
Safeguarding the heritage of a territory is dependent on numerous factors such as the identification of the historical and chronological
cultural heritage layering of the territory, development of a cultural resource management plan, inclusive of conservation plans,
responsible sustainable tourism, and effective stewardship of the multiple communities that make up the territory.
Foremost to territorial development and the safeguarding of both its tangible and intangible heritage is to encourage and foster
stewardship of all the multiple communities that comprise the territory through participatory strategies that create a forum for
dialogue with the stakeholders of each community, as well as a forum for dialogue between communities. The cultural resource
management of a territory can be achieved by a community-based, participatory approach, working alongside experts in the field of
heritage, conservation, and sustainable tourism.
This paper is based on a feasibility study1 that was conducted on the territory of the Casentino Valley, Tuscany, in response to
the concerns of residents of the territory: (1) to protect the valley and it’s legacy; (2) to identify the cultural heritage layers of the
territory; (3) and to conduct a preliminary analysis of the potential of the heritage of the valley as a UNESCO World Heritage site.
Key to this paper is that the feasibility study, which identifies the main themes and the cultural layering of the heritage of the
Casentino Valley, also serves as a critical tool in the development of responsible, sustainable tourism, which engages the visitor in
an intercultural dialogue with the landscape, its heritage, traditions, and interaction with the local population.

II. The Casentino Territory and Its Legacy
The Territory of the Casentino Valley, which is approximately 50 km from Florence, located in the northeastern part of Tuscany
bordering the Emilia-Romagna border, is one of Tuscany’s best kept secrets. Due to various factors it is remarkably untouched by
mass tourism and over commercialization. The significance of the Casentino Valley and its multi-layered cultural heritage lies in the
tangible and intangible continuity of evidence of human settlement dating from prehistory, 1 million to 1000 BCE; to the origins of
Tuscany from 10th to 8th century BCE; to the Etruscan era, 7th to 4th century BCE; to the Roman era, 4th to 2nd century BCE; and
the unique and intact Medieval cultural landscape.
The natural resources of the Casentino territory fostered and supported many industries of Medieval and Renaissance Florence,
and are an integral part of the cultural heritage of this territory. The Forests of the Casentino Valley provided the natural resource
of timber for many of the early monuments of Florence such as the construction of the wood structures of the Florence Cathedral,
both the Medieval and Renaissance ‘soffitto’ of the Palazzo Vecchio, and notably for the working platform for Brunelleschi’s Dome.
1

Archibald, D. Feasibility Study of the Casentino Valley: A Cultural Landscape, 2015.
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The Arno River, which has its source in the upper Casentino Valley, along with numerous other smaller rivers and streams together
formed an extensive natural water system that carried the logs from the Upper Casentino Valley to Florence for the construction
sites. Due to the extensive natural source of water power, the upper Casentino became an excellent site for the wool factories dating
back as early as 1100 A.D. The wool trade was one of the major sources of wealth for the Medieval and Renaissance city. The Forests
also house the vast chestnut groves which provided flour, a main sustenance. The natural water systems in turn powered the chestnut
mills. Today, a network of eco-museums throughout the territory document and maintain the traditions of this territory based on its
natural resources.
The geological formation of the Casentino is also a rich natural resource of stone, and the territory is testimony to a legacy of stone
masons who worked the stone, known as “pietra lavorata.”2 It was in this area of the Casentino that Michelangelo was born and
raised as a young boy. The Casentino was also home to the della Robbia family and the territory is home to the largest number of
works by this family of artists. The medieval cultural landscape of the Casentino Valley provided the environment and the physical
and mental landscape for Dante’s Divine Comedy.

III. Methodological Approach: A Cultural Mapping
The feasibility study was carried out through an investigation and analysis of both the history and cultural heritage of the territory
of the Casentino Valley. The investigation and analysis was conducted through research, bibliographic studies, interviews with local
residents, meetings with experts, and numerous site visits throughout the territory.
The methodology used to conduct the analysis was a ‘Cultural Mapping’3 of the territory to determine the significant layers of
cultural heritage from Pre-history to Etruscan to Roman to Medieval that best correspond to the UNESCO Convention criteria for
World Heritage status.4 The ‘Cultural Mapping’ was organized thematically based on surviving and documented cultural heritage
evidence. Through the process of the Cultural Mapping, twelve themes were determined to best correspond to UNESCO’s WH
criteria.
A territorial map showing the geography and topography of the Casentino Valley was selected in order to best illustrate the cultural
mapping of the significant heritage sites of the Valley. The use of maps was integral to this study and key to tracing continuity of
human settlement in the territory of the Casentino Valley. A symbol/legend was chosen for each of the twelve heritage themes to
illustrate on the map the principle sites, structures, monuments, and road systems that are integral to the cultural heritage of the
territory.
Thematic Cultural Mapping
1. The Thematic Cultural Mapping was the organizing framework to conduct the survey of the diverse cultural heritage levels of the
Casentino Valley for the feasibility study.
2. The Thematic Cultural Mapping framework allowed for an analysis of the heritage context of individual sites and the ways in
which the individual sites fit into the Cultural Heritage of the larger territory.
3. The Thematic Cultural Mapping was further implemented to analyze the interrelationships between the landscape, historical,
agricultural, architectural, and cultural development of the territory.
4. The Thematic Cultural Mapping revealed the numerous interrelationships between human settlement and the natural landscape
that have developed over time and are significant to the cultural heritage of the territory of the Casentino Valley.
Twelve Cultural Heritage Themes Identified
Through the cultural mapping process of the Casentino territory, twelve cultural heritage themes were determined to best represent
the tangible and intangible heritage of the territory:
Theme 1: Agricultural Terracing
Theme 2: Transhumance
Theme 3: Etruscan Sites
2
3
4

Andrea Rossi et al. Museo della pietra lavorata. Castel San Niccolo (AR), 2012.
Methodology of cultural mapping developed by Dr. Diane Archibald Ph.D.
Map planning Arch. Donatella Donatini
UNESCO World Heritage Guidelines, 2015.
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Theme 4: Early Roman and Pagan Sites
Theme 5: Sacred Sites
Theme 6: Medieval Castle Systems
Theme 7: Medieval Water Systems
Theme 8: Industrial Heritage Sites
Theme 9: Historic Centres, Hamlets, Communities
Theme 10: Forests, National Parks, Natural Reserves
Theme 11: Dante’s Casentino Valley
Theme 12: Significant Works of Art in the Casentino Valley
Theme 1: Agricultural Terracing
Evidence of Agricultural Terracing still exists throughout the landscape of the Casentino Valley, dating back to the Etruscan and also
early Roman period continuing throughout the Medieval era; it is characteristic of the relationship between human endeavours to
work with and utilize the natural landscape for subsistence.
Theme 2: Transhumance
Anthropological and archaeological evidence documents the passage by shepherds from the higher mountains of the Casentino
Valley to the sea dating back as early as Etruscan times.
Theme 3: Etruscan Sites
Evidence of Etruscan settlements has been documented in maps by both the Museo Archeologico del Casentino, Bibbiena and by the
EcoMuseo del Casentino and del Gruppo Archeologico Casentinese, Comunita Montana del Casentino. Largest international find of
Etruscan Votives was found at Lago degli Idoli, Falterona in the upper Casentino. 5
Theme 4: Early Roman and Pagan Sites
The majority of documented ancient Roman sites were agricultural settlements. Anthropologists
and historians have documented the ancient Roman road systems which were strategic for trade
throughout the territory.6
Theme 5: Sacred Sites
The territory of the Casentino is home to internationally significant sacred sites inclusive of numerous Romanesque pieve and
monasteries as the Sanctuary La Verna and the Monastery and Hermitage of Camaldoli both situated in the Casentino forests. The
baptismal pieve of the Casentino Valley were an integral part of the daily life of the inhabitants, and the recording of births and
deaths. The earliest pieve dates back to the 9th century with most dated as 11th and 12th century. They are strategically placed on
the ancient Roman road systems and were strategic links in medieval road systems.
Theme 6: Medieval Castle Systems
The significance of the Medieval castles of the territory of the Casentino Valley lies in that they do not exist on their own but as part
of a greater Medieval infrastructure of cultural, historical, and technological systems of protection, communication, and production.
Theme 7: Medieval Water Systems
What is of outstanding significance of the heritage of the Casentino territory is not only the evidence of structures and sites but
the still in tact evidence of ‘systems’:7 Etruscan settlement systems, Roman road systems and farming settlements, and intricate
Medieval castle and water systems.
Theme 8: Industrial Heritage Sites
Territory of the Casentino is testimony to a significant number of historic industrial sites dating from early Medieval era through
to 17th and 18th centuries inclusive of wool mills, paper mills, chestnut flour mills, water mills, and sites for charcoal production.
Theme 9: Historic Centres, Hamlets, Communities
Territory of the Casentino is testimony to numerous historic towns, hamlets, and communities as ‘frazione’, which have preserved
their heritage characteristics, in the midst of exceptional natural surroundings, representing spatial arrangements and structures that
are typical of the successive stages of their history.

5
6
7

Francesco Trenti, 2009. The votives are now part of the collection of the Archaeology Museum, Bibiena.
Giovanni Caselli, 2004.
Archibald, D. Feasibility Study of the Casentino Valley: A Cultural Landscape, 2015.
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Theme 10: Forests, National Parks, Natural Reserves
The Casentino forests, Natural Reserve, and National Parks, inclusive of the monasteries and sacred sites that they house within their
boundaries, are significant to the cultural and natural landscape of the territory.
Theme 11: Dante’s Casentino Valley
The territory of the Casentino Valley provided both the physical and mental landscape for Dante’s Divine Comedy. The publication,
Il Cammino di Dante in Casentino documents the twelve itineraries of Dante’s journeys through the territories.8
Theme 12: Significant Works of Art in the Casentino Valley
The art and archaeological museums, churches, pieve, monasteries, sanctuaries, and castles of the Casentino territory house
innumerable artistic treasures of some of Tuscany’s and Italy’s most
illustrious artists.

IV. Intangible Cultural Heritage and Sustainable Territorial Development of the Casentino
According to the UNESCO Convention for the Safeguarding of the Intangible Culture Heritage,9 provisions have been made by
UNESCO to safeguard the world’s intangible cultural heritage. The Casentino territory is testimony to a wealth of
•

intangible cultural heritage including traditional practices that protect and provide a continuity of the traditional knowledge
of the intangible cultural heritage of the territory and sustainable territorial development through a network of eco-museums.
intangible cultural heritage means the practices, representations, expressions, knowledge, skills – as well as the instruments,
objects, artefacts and cultural spaces associated therewith – that communities, groups and, in some cases, individuals recognize
as part of their cultural heritage.

•

this intangible cultural heritage, transmitted from generation to generation, is constantly recreated by communities and groups
in response to their environment, their interaction with nature and their history, and provides them with a sense of identity and
continuity, thus promoting respect for cultural diversity and human creativity.10

V. The Casentino Valley as a Cultural Landscape
Key to this paper on territorial development and intercultural dialogue is the concept of territory as a “cultural landscape”.11 The
concept of cultural landscape provides a framing for an holistic, sustainable approach to responsible tourism as part of territorial
development. The combination of the concept of cultural landscape and the methodological approach of cultural mapping, together,
allow for a more holistic approach in the development of parts of the territory within the greater whole of the territory. This
combination allows for smaller communities to act as stewards of their respective communities within the greater overview of the
territory, and provides an effective mapping and engagement for intercultural dialogue between locals and visitors.
UNESCO World Heritage Convention Definition of Cultural Landscape
The UNESCO World Heritage Convention defines cultural landscape as the following:12
•

Cultural landscapes…represent the “combined works of nature and of man”. They are illustrative of the evolution of human
society and settlement over time, under the influence of the physical constraints and/or opportunities presented by their natural
environment and of successive social, economic and cultural forces, both external and internal.

•

They should be selected on the basis both of their Outstanding Universal Value and of their representativity in terms of a clearly
defined geocultural region and also for their capacity to illustrate the essential and distinct cultural elements of such regions.

•

The term “cultural landscape” embraces a diversity of manifestations of the interaction between humankind and its natural
environment.

•

Cultural landscapes often reflect specific techniques of sustainable landuse, considering the characteristics and limits of the
natural environment they are established in, and a specific spiritual relation to nature.

8
9
10
11
12

Riccardo Starnotti, Marta Signi. Il Cammino di Dante in Casentino.
UNESCO Convention for the Safeguarding of the Intangible Culture Heritage, 2003.
Ibid.
UNESCO World Heritage Guidelines, 2015.
Ibid.
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VI. Community Involvement in Safeguarding the Territory of the Casentino Valley
Conservation of the territory of the Casentino and its legacy is in the hands of some of the small local communities and individuals.
Sites and structures have been carefully restored while many sites are urgently in need of conservation and a conservation and
management protection plan.
The Frazione of Raggiolo, a small community situated in the territory of the Casentino, is an excellent example where residents
came together and embarked on a project to restore and safeguard the structures of this community along with a chestnut mill. Both
the sacred sites of the Sanctuary of La Verna and the Monastery and Hermitage of Camaldoli are protected sites. The community
of Pratovecchio Stia has restored its wool museum, which is a significant testimony to the history and importance of the wool trade
from early Medieval times for the territory.

VII. In Conclusion: An Intercultural Dialogue for Territorial Development
The following are recommendations to foster an intercultural dialogue for territorial development as in the case study of the
Casentino Valley.13
•

Safeguarding of the cultural heritage of a territory is dependent on numerous factors including fostering stewardship within
each of the multiple communities that make up the territory;

•

Recognizing that communities are made up of residents, service providers, cultural and educational institutes, governing bodies
and mediators such as travel agents who are all stakeholders in safeguarding a territory. Hence creating a forum to encourage a
meaningful dialogue between the stakeholders;

•

Developing infrastructures to sustain both the tangible and intangible cultural heritage within each community and within the
larger area of the territory, such as the infrastructure of the eco-museums.

•

Developing infrastructures to safeguard and to promote traditional practices to ensure continuity of traditional knowledge;

•

Safeguarding both the tangible and intangible cultural heritage of a territory is also dependent on how the traveller is received
and integrated into the local culture.
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Diversity And Cultural Heritage
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The concept of diversity is no longer one of the methods used to unite people, in fact, for many years it divided people more
than joining them together. Now, the importance is on how to manage the cultural heritage, contributing in many ways to help
relationships even in dramatic periods of our recent history.
The increasing separation between people and traditional values, has limited creative capacity and has guided society to fragment
and lead to social conflicts.
Nowadays a traveller on a European and Mediterranean tour, becomes impressed by such different places, views and cities. These
places seemed to be designed by the presence of natural and architectural signs and images.
UNESCO at an international level, has shown time and time again, that the most important goal is education. Cultural Heritage may
and must be a principal reason to find and conserve collective memory and identity.
But the identity of many of these places has being lost, as we can see upon walking through historical centres which are full of
tourists, but not “voyagers”. Most of them are close to what tourists want to find, but not what the essence of the city truly is, on
occasion neglecting some periods of themselves.
As some time ago happened with the great monuments, when they were restored “in style”, now it happens with a lot of our historic
centres, getting similar one to each other. So much important is the centre, so much number of charming shops or offices, wants to
settle there. And look for its image, its own image everywhere; doesn´t matter where is it. And so the centre is “colonized”, loosing
its most important values, its characters.(The culture in this field is more or less with “the great power”)
Historic centres are important for the economy of the country if the economic balance is positive. It doesn´t matter if the most
important historique and antic values are lost, in favour of trends and novelties; like a consumption object or a ready-to-use culture.
The most sophisticated brands occupy the ground floors of the buildings in our main streets, with their imagines and slogans always
the same, wherever they are situated.
And in this sense, they are distroing beautiful and important interiors, losing the essence and spirit of the places and growing at a
frantic rate.
Some Documents concerning the problem
We have many documents which can help our considerations:
And some of them were born some years ago, as the International Cultural Tourism Charter, result of the XII ICOMOS General
Assembly (1999). In its second principle says that “the relationship between Heritage Places and Tourism is dynamic and involve
conflicting values. It should be managed in a sustainable way for present and future generations.”
As it is also said in the Universal Declaration on Cultural Diversity, Identity and Pluralism, (Paris 2001), on its first article.”
Cultural Diversity: the common heritage of humanity”. And is also necessary to remember the Conservation of Historic Urban
Landscapes, just as it was written in the Vienna Memorandum (2005).
The relationship between environment, heritage and quality of life, the sustainable use of the Cultural Heritage and the importance
of Cultural Heritage and Economic activity emerged from the Faro Document signed by the Council of Europe on 27 october 2005,
on its articles eight, nine and ten.
In the ICOMOS Charter on Cultural Routes, as a result of the XVI General Assembly (Quebec, 4 october 2008), on its article four,
about methodology on protection, assessment, preservation and , conservation, we can find the conclusion: “we have some problems
in sustainable use, relationship to tourist activities.”, and so on in the Quebec Declaration on the Preservation of the Spirit of Place.
It is necessary for intercultural dialogue, a dynamic appointment. Infact from the Reccomandation on the Historic Urban Landscape,
as a definition from the General Conference of Unesco, which took place in Paris on 10 november 2011. And then from la Valletta
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Principles for the “Safeguarding and Management of Historic cities, towns, and urban areas” where the “Spirit of place” is defined
as “the tangible and intangible, the physical and the spiritual elements that gives the area its specific identity, meaning, emotion, and
mystery. The spirit creates the spaces and at the same time the space constructs and structures this spirit” (Valletta.Principles 2011;
p 183). And the proposals and strategies, concerning to: elements to be preserve, new functions, contemporary architecture, public
space, facilities and modification, mobility and tourism.
“Tourism, can pay a positive role in the development and (revitalisation) of historic towns and urban areas. The development of
tourism in historic towns should be based on the enhancement of monuments and open spaces; on respect and support for local
community identity and its culture and traditional activities; and on the safeguarding of regional and environmental character.
Tourism activity must respect and not interfere with the daily life of residence”
And finally the “Florence Declaration on Heritage and Landscape as human values” ( Florence, 2014 ): “It is necessary to preserve
its authenticity and cultural diversity” (sharing community identities: opportunities to empower communities and tourism)”
But we cannot forget the principles of Amsterdam,1975 and the Italian Chart about Restoration from 1972, where the principles of
compatibility, reversibility and distinguibility were expressed.
CONCLUSIONS
But one of the most important facts on those years is the globalization, the events that join people from all the world, as sports,
fairs…. Every city wants to be the most modern, and so many times it seems an excessive kind of protagonism from the authors of
projects for transformation of cities and pre-existences.
And so, emblematic and true traditional locals, where not only the space, the building was conserved, but the spirit of one way of
life and many crafts activities which gave support to economics, are getting lost, are destroyed, has disappeared.
And these traditional activities were joining people and visitants.
So if , it doesn´t happen, it will be not necessary to prepare artificial workshops, or other kind of instalations, because living and
working will join those who live and work and those who visit the historic centre.
In this globalised world with such a quantity of tourists, historical centres may be places for getting to know each other and
exchanging experiences. That is the “key” to joining people together.
Because the true charm depends on being able to discover on it, testimonies of ideas, intentions, darings, conquests and triumphs as
our masters, cultural grandfathers, creators of ICOMOS said.
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Journey Through The Castles In The Tuscan Coast
Roberto Corazzi
University of Florence, Italy
The invitation to the trip on the Tuscan coast castles. Itinerary that develops through fortified buildings, which can be defensive or
spotting, in the story of shapes and construction techniques, accompanied by the characters and the political events that have marked
the destiny of the sites on which they appear.
A fascinating journey into a land rich in suggestions that the express purpose of transmitting complex information, but also to arouse
curiosity and awaken passions in those who wish to look beyond the image for insight into the history and art of building.
The path begins just outside the northern border of Tuscany and begins with the system of fortifications of Lerici, and Portovenere
Sarzana that with the Malaspina Castle of Massa and the nearby castle-tower of Aghinolfi constitute the system of castles of
Lunigiana that unravels perpendicular to the coast following the course of the river Magra and is an almost unique testimony of a
settlement pattern of feudal handed down to the present day.
Today these castles have been turned into museums, residences, artist studios, restaurants or fascinating ruins: buildings and
significant territorial signs of which is given a unique and specific witness, because in looking "beyond" there can be only intent to
protect the single item as an exceptional witness to a particular past, but the revival of an entire regional system, as the Tuscan coast,
which tells the history of pre-unification of the entire region and shows the absolute solemnity of its forms, elegant and charming,
emerge from coastline, imposing itself as identification elements of the image of the places to attract the attention of sailors and
travelers, who are catapulted into the dream of a world suspended between the sea and the land.
Keyword Castles - Tuscan Coast

Fig. 0 Castle of Portovenere

Report

Fig. 1 Northern part of the Tyrrhenian coast
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Fig. 2 Central part of the Tyrrhenian coast

Fig. 3 Southern part of the Tyrrhenian coast

The land on which lie the fortified buildings presents suggestions and conveys complex information and arouses curiosity.
The journey takes place on a relevant route the Tyrrhenian coast from north to south. It is spread over twelve centuries and which
meet fortified buildings which have different formal characteristics of defense and construction types and awakens passions in those
who want to look beyond the image for insight into the history and art of building.
This means go for castles investigate as well as on appearance also on the destinations that are assigned to the present day. Also
important it is to be their conservation and the memories that are relevant to each of them without forgetting the opportunity to
provide useful tips to pass on a heritage characterized by the ability to look at the sea and man the mainland.
All this is essential to undertake a journey and consequences lead to a dialogue between different cultures and peoples.

Fig. 4 Aghinolfi Castle, Montignoso
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As already said the journey begins in the northern part of Tuscany , where you meet the fortifications of Lerici, Sarzana and Porto
Venere. With the Malaspina Castle of Massa and the tower - castle of Aghinolfi they are part of the heritage of the Lunigiana.
The path continues penetrating in Medici Tuscany, which includes the Versilia with the presence of architectures that are part of
Viareggio, Pisa and Livorno to Piombino.
In these areas also have the state fortifications of Deans that weave the story of Siena and Florence with those of the Spaniards, the
Papacy and the Bourbons then advancing in the defensive system of the islands.

Fig. 6 Castle Piombino, Livorno

Fig. 7 Torre Matilde, Viareggio

The arrangement of rocks, forts, towers, castles and fortified cities are in a linear sequence. In all of these it can be revised figures
of Admiral Nelson, Garibaldi in Talamone, and even pirates and with these various treasure chests and hidden treasures. It also
emerges that in full moon nights and populated by ghosts, crying hold and unfortunate girls who legend has it that they return to
wander among the ancient walls.

Fig. 8 Tower of Marzocco, Livorno

Fig. 9 Tower of Cala Piccola, Grosseto

On the territory there are over a circular towers and polygonal structures such sighting , even church steeples and that were fortified
need for defense against barbarian invasions. But often they include facilities that have not had a strategic nature see such Populonia.

Fig. 10 Fortress of Populonia, Livorno
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These artifacts after several renovations have become museums, residences, various artist studios, restaurants or fascinating ruins:
significant territorial architecture and signs of which is given a unique and specific witness, because in looking "beyond" there can
only be designed to protect the single element as an exceptional witness to a particular past, but the revival of an entire regional
system, as the Tuscan coast.
This tells the story of the entire region and shows the absolute solemnity of its forms that emerge from the coastline, imposing itself
as identification elements of the image of the places to attract the attention of sailors and travelers. These are catapulted into the
dream of a world suspended between the sea, the earth and the sky.
So it can be said that the Fortified Buildings on the coast of Tuscany and the Tyrrhenian Sea from Bocca di Magra up to Ansedonia
represent a strong consistency of the heritage Fortified Architecture in Tuscany. This legacy insists in a historical period from the
first lookout towers ( wary ) of Lombard - Frankish origin to the great strongholds of the grazing light of “ Italian school” and “
Spanish “ ( fixed machines of war on the territory), through the extraordinary and imaginative Renaissance period of “ transition.”
Until the unification of Italy the fortifications of the Tuscan coast and the archipelago of the Tyrrhenian Sea are part of the Grand
Duchy and in the south of Spain - the State of the Garrisons - in his apartment building control of the Strait of Gibraltar and the good
part the Tyrrhenian Sea.
Political system and control of the territory, which originated in foreign policy agreements between Cosimo I and Charles V in the
second half of ‘ 500 at the fall of Siena.
The various architectures that are found in this particular geographical location can give an accurate view of the assets of this
architecture, but how important it was to defend and control this part of the Mediterranean species in trade between south and north,
and in international relations that bound these shores with the rest of Europe, from Spain to the Kingdom of the Two Sicilies until
the French Provence . It was also very important to defend the island’s relations with the Hospitallers of Malta, the north of Africa
with Tunisia and even with England.
Knowledge of these architectures and an essential point of reference not only for a particular historic foreign policy agreement, but
also an opportunity to leave an important mark in the methodological management work and the enhancement of the coast , the
islands and entire districts of earth (cultural and tourist recovery etc.) which these various architectures that most of the time points
were for the security of existence of countless layers of the population and of important European States interests.
Insistent areas on the coast such as the Versilia, the Pisano area, the city and the district of Livorno, the coast between Livorno and
Grosseto to the border with the Maremma and all the islands, namely the island of Elba, Capraia, Gorgona, Giglio and Montecristo,
are part of a very complex system that you can add this type of specialized architecture in the development of the problems of
everyday life.

Fig. 11 Medici Fortress, Grosseto

Fig. 12 Old Fortress, Livorno

Fig. 13 Island Elba
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Fig. 15 Island Giglio

Fig. 16 Island Gorgona

Fig. 18 Fortress Filippo, Grosseto
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Fig. 17 Island Montecristo

Fig. 19 Fortress Stella, Porto Ercole

Suffice it to mention the fortified triangle of the Vicariate of Pietrasanta, what remains of the famous arsenal of Pisa, the fortress city
of Livorno on the sea, countless towers and formwork scattered between Livorno and a good part of the Maremma, and also the state
of the Garrisons, area Spanish flu to control Maditerraneo Sea and even the extraordinary Grand Ducal fortifications of Portoferraio,
Porto Longone, the Argentario fortified system, the particulars of these, Porto Ercole Piombanti architectures, insightful, transition
and grazing light that allow to give an exhaustive view of good part of the fortifications of the western world history, Europe France, Spain, England, the Netherlands and overseas countries - which have affected always with admiration and as technical and
strategic point of reference for defending their lives and their safety.
They have to remember the many coastal towers of the Maremma from Punta Ala Castiglione della Pescaia, the system between land
and sea of the Argentario, and were part of a coordinated warning system.
These architectures in part have been restored and adapted to contemporary life as enhancement and identity of an area.
All this on top of scientific and cultural potential, should not be only a point of arrival for greater information and knowledge of the
coast and the territory of Tuscany, through this particular architectural typology, but be a starting point for a “plan cultural recovery”,
economy and tourism, for a vast area that is on the sea and the sea has always had not only a natural boundary, but a spectacular
opening to other cultures.
Here I think it is appropriate to analyze the Castle of Lerici, one of the most significant and can be element for meetings and valuable
to home to be a place of dialogue between different cultures and interpreting life that will turn in times past.
THE CASTLE OF LERICI
Refuge of Carli Maddalena, known as " Madi " That was relay partisan during the Second World War.
Detail of the castle and in the first floor up the sentry box and the arches are obvious brick and marble cladding and
partial input view.
Across the Gulf of La Spezia on a rocky outcrop is the imposing Castle of Lerici. Built by the Pisani since 1200 as a response to
the expansion of the Republic of Genoa. It was renovated and expanded with works by raising and strengthening by the Genoese in
1296, particularly in the part of the pentagonal tower.
It dominates the small village of Lerici on the sea and very important because, for those coming from the South, served as a stopover
for passengers and materials before they reach Genoa.
In the expansionist policy of the end of the century. XV promoted by Lorenzo the Magnificent was conquered by the Florentine
Republic along with Sarzana and Sarzanello at the expense of Milan and Genoa, and after a few years ceded to the French with the
arrival in Italy of King Charles VIII.
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The highest mo' keep part does not have elements to file , but an elegant crowning the upper two-tone (marble and terracotta ) and
a decoration with groove ( effect of light and dark at the top ) of various construction materials. The rest of the fortification at lower
polygonal bastion character dates back to the restructuring and adjustment of 1555.
In the upper part has of the batteries for the positioning of the artillery ( sprint mouths ) to beard. Recently restored is one of the
dominant architectures not only the entire Gulf of La Spezia on the side of Tuscany, but the small and colorful village of the port of
Lerici.

Fig. 20 Castello di Lerici, particularly

Fig. 21 Castello di Lerici, entrance area

N.B. This was taken from the book : " Corazzi R .- D. Taddei , 2014, Journey among the castles of the Tuscan coast and Archipelago,
Angelo Pontecorboli Publisher, Florence .
The designs are by Roberto Corazzi Photographic images are archive Dominico Taddei.
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Historic, Traditional And Typical Florentine Shops
Gherardo Filistrucchi
Historic, Traditional and Typical Florentine Shops, Italy
Travelling is perhaps one of the most beautiful forms of freedom and opportunity to grow not only due to the very fact that travelling
allows you to freely choose where to move but also because, in itself, it forces you to deal with the people you meet on the journey
and appreciate not only their qualities but also how different they are from you.
A challenge that may be enriching from a human and cultural point of view if we are willing to enter with common sense and the
right spirit into the local culture and tradition and see the people we are visiting, always curios and willing to learn. At the same
time, in an equally stimulating manner, we must develop and deepen this opportunity for enrichment when we encounter a traveller
visiting our city.
The path, that of human and cultural enrichment, is always about the journey and never about arriving.
UNESCO-protected cities are world famous for their monuments or for their particular characteristics that make them unique. In
these World Heritage locations, there are also intrinsically other less-known features that make these places even more unique, and
which consist of historic activities.
These treasures of history, tradition, culture, craftsmanship, food and wine, hospitality and professionalism tell not only of themselves
but also and above all of the city.
They are a meeting point, actual or conceptual, where monuments and the social fabric convene.
Just think, for example, of a restaurant or a typical trattoria; they are both the custodians of the enogastronomic culture of the city,
since you can taste dishes that bear the flavour and history for which they were born, the place where convivially, very often, it is
possible to experience the life of its residents.
When the traveller wishes to return to the place he has visited as he felt welcome, he breathed deeply the culture and tradition of
the city sharing it and making it partly his, then we have reached an important objective: we might perhaps have given rise to a new
moral citizen of that city. Perhaps we have been able not only to communicate but most importantly, something not taken for granted,
to listen and build a relationship.
I believe it is necessary to succeed in building a better network, a system, which is able to convey to the traveller the human, cultural
heritage and traditions of that town and that, at the same time, this heritage can be shared as much as possible and absorbed by that
traveller. We are what we have experienced and also what those who lived before us knew how to convey.
But this very long path implies rules which we must necessarily follow, even with a certain rigidity, based not only on the respect for
the history, culture and tradition of the place we are visiting but also respect for the individuality of the person and citizenship as a
whole. Balances often difficult to find, but fundamental to be able to travel the right way so that dialogue, which leads to the human
and cultural enrichment of travellers, can be truly so.
The Association for Historical Florence fully shares the spirit and the Life Beyond Tourism® project and believes that going along
its path, transmitting where possible also its cultural heritage, is a unique and important opportunity that will undoubtedly lead to
significant and decisive results, human and not only.
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Integrated Conservation Of Cultural Heritage And Intercultural Dialogue
Rosa Anna Genovese
University of Studies of Naples ‘Federico II’, Italy
Abstract
The paper examines, in reference to the relative examples of restoration examined, some ways of accosting historic pre-existences,
together with different operative and project modalities for approaching ancient/new distinguished in 1) Autonomy – Dissonance:
Contrast – Opposition, Detachment – Indifference, Distinction – Non assonance. 2) Assimilation – Consonance. 3) Dialectic relation
– Reintegration of image. 4) Non direct intervention – Intangible conservation. 5) Restoration of the modern.
In carrying out restoration operations, nevertheless a live relation with pre-existence and its active contextualisation, in compliance
with fundamental principles such as reversibility, recognisability, authenticity and integrity cannot be overlooked.
Furthermore, it should be recalled that the educational and training value of cultural heritage derives also from awareness of
traditional knowledge and practices, together with their constant technological update. A community with a high degree of cultural
awareness and the ability to identify the uniqueness of its own values, tangible and intangible, is capable of protecting within itself
the integrity, authenticity and continuity of the cultural heritage recognised and of enhancing intercultural dialogue.
Keywords: Integrated conservation, Restoration, Authenticity, Integrity, Intercultural dialogue, Territorial development.
1.

UNITY OF METHODS IN RESTORATION

Architecture has nowadays become spectacular and the past is forced to compete with what is new, as shown by the latest restorations
that try to superimpose onto a time consumed artefact, its original form, or find ways of pairing new with ancient, new inserts in
historic spaces, completions or reconstructions, integrations and respect of authenticity.
According to Kurt W. Forster, the “era of stability, durability, the millennial idea of architecture is at its sunset… This long lasting
consistency, this regular horizon is turning into a radically new scenario.” The cultural and social role of architecture has changed – it
is no longer a space intended for a purpose, it is purposeful in itself, increasingly becoming “ a catalyser of consumer experiences,
of meetings, exchanges, communication, … political endorsement, territorial marketing.” (Enrico Arosio 2004)
There is no conceptual or inherent incompatibility between ancient and new, or conservation and innovation, aspects of the same
problem to be solved anew in every instance through culture, creativity and sense of measure.
The Japanese architect Kenzo Kuma – who is arguably one of the greatest interpreters of contextual architecture – after having
widely used concrete for his early works, decided to pursue respect for nature, recovering the teachings of traditional Japanese
architecture in wood. In seeking a new form of dialogue with the environment, following the road of exaltation of the place,
he achieved a newfound psychological deepness in architecture by recovering centuries old building methodologies in a modern
interpretation. “The ultimate purpose … is rather, that of pursuing the technological update of traditional building methodologies,
experimenting unprecedented operational procedures capable of giving classic materials new expressive potentialities.” (GianPaolo
Lavaggi 2006)
Restoration should therefore be intended as intervention on a cultural property and also as its possible modification, carried out at
all times under thorough technical-scientific and historic-critic control, whereas conservation is prevention and protection work,
executed through ordinary maintenance so as to not intervene on the artefact through restoration.
2. HOW TO APPROACH EXTANT HISTORIC REMAINS
With reference to the relative examples of restoration carried out, the different operative and project procedures of approach ancient/
new, that can be distinguished in the classes described in the following, are here examined (Giovanni Carbonara 2013).
2.1. Autonomy – Dissonance:
2.1.1 Contrast – Opposition, is the line of a purposefully chosen architectural, linguistic and spatial discordance, sometimes the line
of a violent approach. In the Walt Disney Conecrt Hall (Los Angeles, USA) Frank O. Gehry has indeed changed the cultural and
social role of architecture, which is no longer intended as a useful space but as a show, a modern kind of ‘monument’ offered up to
the public, the emblem of a mental technology adorned with architectural performance.
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Figure 1

Another case is offered by the Grand Hotel Domine in Bilbao (Spain) with the façade facing the Guggenheim Museum, mirroring its
image and welcoming part of the visitors, (Arch. Javier Mariscal, Fernando Salas and Studio Aurrekuetxea Baskideak, 2000-2002).

Figure 2

2.1.2 Detachment – Indifference, are carried out in the form of a forced superimposition or of ‘parasitical’ cohabitation (Stables of
the Quirinale in Rome, Arch. Gae Aulenti, 1999; Abbey Palace of Alcalà La Real in Spain, Arch. Santiago Quesada Garcia, 1999).
2.1.3 Distinction – Non assonance, obtained in terms of a highlighted contrast ancient /new, with expressive authenticity, physical
and linguistic autonomy. A significant example is that of the intervention on the church of San Pietro within the fortress of Osoppo
(Udine/ Italy), (restoration, Arch. Pierluigi Grandinetti and Daniele Mucin, 1998-2011)
2.2 Assimilation – Consonance, feature an approach led by an imitative and regressive purpose, of linguistic continuity (philological
reconstructions, reproduction of where it was, how it was, forced completions, etc.).
Seven properties built by the architect Antoni Gaudí (1852–1926) in, or near, Barcelona testify to Gaudí’s exceptional creative
contribution to the development of architecture and building technology in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. These monuments
represent an eclectic, as well as a very personal, style which was given free reign in the design of gardens, sculpture and all
decorative arts, as well as architecture. The seven buildings are: Parque Güell; Palacio Güell; Casa Mila; Casa Vicens; Gaudí’s work
on the Nativity façade and Crypt of La Sagrada Familia; Casa Batlló; the Crypt in Colonia Güell.
The descriptive table of WHL on the “Works of Antoni Gaudì” by the UNESCO World Heritage Centre states that “In the case of the
Sagrada Família, the integrity of the part built by Gaudí is intact. Furthermore, its current function as a church corresponds with the
use originally intended, maintaining its religious symbolism and being a landmark for the city of Barcelona.” Whereas concerning
authenticity, it reads as follows “In the case of the Sagrada Família, the authenticity of the part built by Gaudí – the Nativity Façade
and the Crypt – has been preserved in terms of its material, form, and workmanship. Construction work on the church is continuing
at the present time. The work originally performed by Gaudí must be considered in the context of the overall project that he himself
had planned, which is now close to being brought to completion in accordance with the evidence and guidelines that have been
drawn up and scientifically verified.”
In the painstakingly slow and inexorable work of completion of the Sagrada Familia the images of the yard, still in course, seem to
give away the objective of the project to reach a form of completeness, as the sole value, thus ignoring the sense of architecture of
the works of Gaudì and taking away the poetry of invention. Barcellona (Spain), Sagrada Familia (how it will be when finished).
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Figure 3

2.3. Dialectic relation – Reintegration of the image. It proposes respect of extant remains in terms of figurative quality and
methodological rigour of what is new, at the service of the ancient. Among the examples of conservative restoration of accompaniment,
a blend of philological notations together with technological inventiveness, intended in the fullness of their scientific, visual and
communicative values, the refined work on the Cassero of Prato (Arch. Riccardo Dalla Negra e Pietro Ruschi, 2000, Italy) should
be recalled.
The restoration of the Neues Museum on the Museum Island in Berlin (Germany) by Arch. David Chipperfield, 1997-2009, respected
the history of the neoclassic building, both before and after the damage from the war, bringing the architectural complex back to life,
reintegrating the missing parts without imitation, and distinguishing ancient and new with great balance.

Figure 4

The restoration of the Castle of Rivoli (Turin/Italy) by Arch. Andrea Bruno, 1961 is the expression of a contrast, restrained in terms
of assonance, but also of actualisation of pre-existing parts and of experimentation, accosting new and ancient in the Manica lunga
(Long Sleeve) of the Castle.

Figure 5
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2.4. Non direct intervention – Intangible conservation, is a work of re-signification carried out with no construction intervention.
Adaptation of the Cathedral of Nicosia, in Cyprus, into mosque, without any building intervention but only through re-signification,
by arranging carpets indoors towards the Mecca.
2.5. Restoration of contemporary architecture (of modern), scientifically, technically and methodologically well grounded,
it starts from the study of the state of conservation and of the technologies of execution, to individually establish the possible
operational margin for each element. The restoration of the Pirelli Skyscraper in Milan (Arch. Renato Sarno and Studio Corvino +
Multari Architetti Associati), damaged by the impact of a small tourism aircraft, causing a great rent on the facade, was executed
in full respect of the concept of ‘Integrated conservation’ (the close unification of the requirements of protection and perpetration
of the artefact in its authenticity, with those of addressing current necessities), that is to say the attribution and safeguard of vital
functions, compatible and shared, even if different and articulated in relation to one another. The experience of the Pirelli skyscraper
constitutes a model of high quality public intervention carried out with a rigorous methodology (2002-2004) and can be seen as an
example for the private sector.

Figure 6

2.6. The ‘third way’
In the light of what has so far been examined, it should nevertheless be stressed that “At the crossroads between an avant-garde
modernity in a high-tech and globalised dimension, devoid of topicality and historic reference, on the one hand, and a postmodernity at times regressive, imitative and falsifying on the other, up to the stylistic retracements of the Eighteen-hundreds or the
replication of the where it was and how it was, there is a third way, that of a live and respectful relation with memory and its active
‘contextualisation’…”(Giovanni Carbonara 2013) in compliance with the fundamental criteria for restoration, those of reversibility,
recognisability and minimum intervention besides those of authenticity and integrity.
2.7. Authenticity and Integrity
Concerning this topic, the guidelines for the implementation of the UNESCO World Heritage Convention (2015, point 78) specify
that “to be considered of outstanding universal value, a property must respond to conditions of integrity and/or authenticity and must
benefit from a system of protection and management apt to ensure its safeguard”. In particular, concerning authenticity, there is an
indication (WHC, 2015, 82) that, according to the heritage category and its context, it can be assessed that the properties comply
with conditions of authenticity if their cultural values (as identified in the criteria for proposed nomination) are expressed in a
truthful and consistent way through multiple attributes among which:
• form and design;
• materials and substance;
• use and function;
• traditions, techniques and management systems;
• location and setting;
• language and other forms of intangible heritage;
• spirit and feeling;
• other international or external factors.
Furthermore, in reference to integrity, it is specified that (WHC, 2015, 88) it is necessary to evaluate in what measure the property:
• includes all the elements necessary to express its Outstanding Universal Value;
• is of adequate dimensions to ensure the complete representation of the features and processes which convey the property’s
significance;
• suffers from adverse effects of development and/or neglect.
For the properties nominated in accordance with criteria from (i) to (vi), the physical fabric of the property and/or its significant
characteristics must be in good state and the impact of the deterioration processes controlled (WHC, 2015, 89). Thefore there must
be a significant proportion of elements necessary to transmit the totality of the values that the property conveys. Dynamic relations
and functions present in cultural landscapes, historic towns or other living properties, essential to their distinctive character, must
be equally maintained.
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CULTURAL HERITAGE AND LANDSCAPE AS HUMAN VALUES

The in-depth studies, developed throughout the world for the 50th of the Venice Charter, the 20th of the Nara Declaration, for the
40th of the Amsterdam Declaration and during the ICOMOS Symposium Heritage and Landscape as Human Values (2014) help
us gain better appreciation of the cultural and natural heritage in transformation, strengthening its centrality as a human right and
strengthening the following notions and actions:
a) one of the testimonies of human creativity is to be found in the diversity of the cultural expressions that constitute our shared
heritage and the founding base for our future.
b) Integrated conservation implies the recognition and integration of the conservation of cultural heritage into territorial planning
processes.
c) Extending the notion of heritage (from a single monument to the immaterial dimension of properties and to diversities present
throughout the world) is a requirement that leads to an increasing focus on sustainable cultural development and tangible and
intangible values.
d) Landscape – environment, are an integral part of heritage as they are the living memory of past generations and can provide
tangible and intangible connections to future generations. Cultural heritage and landscape are fundamental for community identity
and should be conserved through traditional practices and knowledge, together with protection of traditional biodiversity. Landscapes
currently face unexpected threats that need to be managed through new actions driven by a dynamic vision, not given to an aesthetic
outlook but profoundly historic, so as to safeguard the relation between Cultural Heritage and Nature. We need a new approach, to
be achieved by sharing experiences, and which should be based on the control and measurement of transformations, the protection
of human rights, the strengthening of forms of knowledge (traditional and innovative) and the empowerment of local administration
(Governance).
e) The educational, training and social action of cultural heritage is also derived from awareness of traditional knowledge and
practices, to be employed as the base for development.
f) Enhancement requires coordination of professional efforts, enforcement of legislation, management systems, active forms of
participation of local populations through adequate instruments (legislative, urban, administrative, and so on).
g) Cultural tourism and interpretation contribute to the sharing and experimentation of the identity of communities. The consumerismdriven practice of tourism should be replaced by a high form of commitment for the attainment of tourism as the enjoyment of
heritage, material and immaterial, and as an opportunity for reconciliation and new development in territories involved in conflicts
and environmental disasters privileging, within intercultural dialogue, respect for differences and enhancing communication and
education, intended as a voyage for Knowledge, together with strategies and policies for sustainable tourism.
In the Florence Declaration “Heritage and Landscape as Human Values” (2014) point 1 stresses the importance of involving local
communities, also through the sharing of the intangible values of cultural heritage (popular traditions, dialects, music, oenologygastronomy, etc.), with visitors, in order to conserve their authenticity. A community with a high degree of cultural awareness and
the ability to identify the uniqueness of its own values, tangible and intangible, is capable of protecting within itself the integrity,
authenticity and continuity of the cultural heritage recognised.
Furthermore, the Florence Declaration stressed that with the involvement of communities, tourism represents an opportunity for
reconciliation and new development of territories affected by conflicts, disasters and marginalisation. “In rebuilding the fabric
of their own lives in the face of painful memories, communities retain or create physical memorials in the landscape recording
the psychological damage of ‘crimes against humanity’ or devastation of disasters in terms of human lives lost.” In turn, new
opportunities arise, in terms of tourist attractions, intended to create a series of interpretations and constant dialogue with tourists.
Increasing the exchange of knowledge and the awareness of the cultural heritage – tangible and intangible - of a place, in the relation
between a host community and the visitors, fosters the creation of meaningful inter-cultural dialogue, engenders respect for cultural
differences constituting the foundation for peaceful co-existence among peoples.
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Captions
1.

Contrast − Opposition, is the line of purposeful architectural, linguistic and spatial discordance, at times the line of a violent
approach. Los Angeles (USA),Walt Disney Concert Hall, Arch. Frank O. Gehry.

2.

Contrast − Opposition, is the line of purposeful architectural, linguistic and spatial discordance, at times with a violent approach.
Bilbao (Spain), Grand Hotel Domine, (2000-2002) Architects: Javier Mariscal, Fernando Salas and Studio Aurrekuetxea
Baskideak.

3.

Assimilation – Consonance, with an approach led by an imitative and regressive purpose, of linguistic continuity (philological
reconstructions, reproduction where it was, how it was, forced completions, etc.). Barcellona (Spain), Sagrada Familia (how it
will be once finished).

4.

Figure 4a,4b/ Dialectic relation – Reintegration of the image, proposing respect of extant remains in terms of figurative quality
and methodological rigour of what is new, at the service of the ancient. Berlin (Germany), Neues Museum, Museum Island,
(Restoration 1997-2009), Arch. David Chipperfield.

5.

Rivoli (Turin/ Italy), Long Sleeve of the Castle, Arch. Andrea Bruno.

6.

Restoration of the modern, Milan, Italy, Pirelli Skyscraper, view after the impact of the aircraft, causing a great rent in the façade
(Figure 6a), and after restoration (Figure 6b), Arch. Renato Sarno and Studio Corvino + Multari Associated Architects.
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Learning Communities For Intercultural Dialogue For Territorial Development - ‘Culture For
Dialogue’ – ‘Travel For Dialogue’ – ‘Heritage Travel’
George Gugushvili, Maya Kipiani
Tbilisi State Academy of Art, Georgia
Keywords: conference - 18th International Assembly of the Experts of the Fondazione Romualdo Del Bianco, Tbilisi State Academy
of Art, Heritage Travel for Intercultural Dialogue
Georgia is known with its ancient local culture-tangible and intangible, but also, as one of the most important countries of the
SILKROAD. So, historically, Georgia has become the crossroad of cultures.
Tbilisi State Academy of Art was founded  about 100 years ago, and its historic building, the monument of cultural heritage.
It’s built in  the nineteenth century, has a typically European facade, and an eclectic interior- the Mirror Halls  are created in the
Baroque,  late Classicist and late Iranian – Qajar   styles. So, the academy is an excellent expression of multi-cultural interactions,
the true example of INTER - CULTURAL DIALOGUE
.
Cooperation between the Tbilisi State Academy of Art and the Del Bianco Foundation is one of the best cases of cultural cooperation
with Italy and especially, Florence. It corresponds with the academy’s internationalization vector, containing the component of
promoting the concept of Territorial Development through ‘Heritage Travel’ and ‘Culture for Dialogue’.
Currently, travel and culture is widely seen as one of the most important issues in regard with global tourism. The reason is that
travel inevitably involves contact with other cultures, gaining the cultural experience and insight into intangible heritage –the
knowledge on the culture of a ‘place’.
Travel in search of culture, in its general sense, and the idea of “Travel for Inter-cultural Dialog” benefit the tourists, as well as,
the ‘place’ of destination, not only economically, but make them more culturally sensitive to the so called “good tourism” and
predisposes against the “consumer tourism”.
The present conference paper on behalf of the Tbilisi State Academy of Art, Georgia, addresses how the ‘place’ impacts the way
how we shape our lives or thoughts, perceive the world, generate ideas or create on an example of the Tbilisi State Academy of
Art. It is an attempt to draw together and to make public the broad range of perspectives of reproduction of Georgian culture and
visual art.
Georgia, that
is located in Caucasian region, in-between of the Black Sea and Caspian Sea,
is well known with its ancient local culture-tangible and intangible, but also, as one of the most important countries of the
SILKROAD, the historical trade route between Europe and the East, deriving its name from the trade of Chinese silk (Figure 1 SILKROAD). So, historically, Georgia has become the crossroad of cultures.

Here are several significant characteristics of Georgia:

Figure 1 – SILKROAD

- There are just 14 independent alphabets in the world and Georgian is one of them. The oldest example of Georgian writing is an
Asomtavruli inscription from 430 AD in a Church in Bethlehem;
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- The Georgian Kingdom of Iberia converted to Christianity in 326 AD;
- The Kingdom of Georgia reached its peak, termed as the Georgian Renaissance, in the 12th to early 13th centuries. It preceded
its Western European analogue, and left a legacy of great cathedrals, poetry, literature;
- Georgia is one of the oldest wine producing regions of the world. The art of winemaking in Georgia was discovered for about
8000 years ago;
- Georgia has a rich and vibrant folklore tradition, primarily known for its early development of polyphony;
- The current UNESCO heritage sites of Georgia include the ancient capital city of Mtskheta, the cathedral complexes of Bagrati
and Gelati, and the mountain region of Svaneti. Georgian ecclesiastic art is one of the most notable aspects of Georgian Christian
architecture, which combines the classical
dome style with the original basilica style, known as the Georgian cross-dome style, that developed in Georgia during the 9th
century;
- Recent excavations of Dmanisi, Georgia, have revealed an extraordinary record of the earliest hominid dispersal beyond Africa
1,75 Million years ago. The Dmanisi discoveries have changed scientist’s knowledge concerning the migration of homo from Africa
to the European continent through territory of ancient Georgia.
Cultural tourism in Georgia is mainly based on the Past as a source of cultural experience. The Tbilisi State Academy of Art,
that was founded  about 100 years ago, and its historic building, the monument of cultural heritage, is an excellent expression of
multi-cultural interactions. Turning history into heritage, should be accessible and attractive for travelers, academicians the various
universities representatives, wishing to be involved in inter-cultural dialog.
The academy’s historic building is built in   the 19th century, it has a typically European façade (Figure 2 - Facade of Tbilisi
State Academy of Art), and an eclectic interior- the Mirror Halls  are created in the Baroque,  late Classicist and late Iranian –
Qajar   styles. (Figures 3, 4, 5 - Academy’s historic building).

Figure 2 - Facade of Tbilisi State Academy of Art
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Figure 3 - Academy’s historic building – Guest Room

Figure 4 - Academy’s historic building – Mirror Halls
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Figure 5 - Academy’s historic building today – Mirror Halls

Rehabilitation, restoration/conservation of the historic building has already started in 2015 and will last for 3 years. A year before,
the London Fashion Week hosted the academy’s fashion design project, that was dedicated to the Mirror Halls as the source of
inspiration for fashion designers and became an appeal for rehabilitation fundraising. So, after 3 years, we’ll have one of the most
beautiful art academies not only in the region, but in the East Europe (Figures 6, 7 - Academy’s historic building - Rehabilitation
Project). The higher art educational university will also operate as a Multi-Cultural Center for the diverse local and international
art exhibitions, performances, public events, conferences, etc.

Figure 6 - Academy’s Rehabilitation Project

Figure 7 - Academy’s Rehabilitation Project

The academy’s main slogan after rehabilitation of the academy’s historic building must be “Heritage for Intercultural Dialogue
through Culture, Art and Travel”, safeguarding the ‘spirit of place’, enhancing the concept of the use of heritage for the purpose of
promoting intercultural dialogue, recognizing and respecting the cultural diversity in parallel to presenting the local cultural and
art expressions. The academy’s professors and students of the five faculties should be involved in the noted above process while
applying their professional skills in visual art, architecture, restoration and art history.
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With great pleasure, we welcome the Del Bianco Foundation and all representatives of it’s world-wide network to celebrate and
to share an excitement on the academy’s historic building opening ceremony.
In order to achieve the goal of being relevant and compatible with the  common European space, the internationalization vector of
the Tbilisi State Academy of Art is directed towards   searching for perspectives of new partnerships, strengthening of cooperation
with international institutions, universities, foundations, comprehensive development of international exchange programs for
sharing academic and creative experience.
Cooperation between the Tbilisi State Academy of Art and the Del Bianco Foundation, that comprises numerous international
students workshops and cooperation within Creative Europe Culture project, is one of the academy’s priorities and
excellent examples of cultural interactions with Italy and especially, Florence. It corresponds with the academy’s
internationalization vector, containing the component of promoting the Territorial Development concept through ‘Heritage
Travel’ and ‘Culture for Dialogue’.
These kinds of partnerships, also including ERASMUS PLUS students and staff mobility projects with various European countries,
can be even more developed within Georgia’s Visa Liberalization Action Plan, granted to Georgia several months ago.
We are glad to make the first step for joining the European community, that will indeed enhance the “Travel for intercultural dialog”.

REFERENCES
Paolo Del Bianco (2011) Cultural Heritage for Intercultural Dialogue with Life Beyond Tourism®, in “The Image of Heritage.
Changing Perception, Permanent Responsibilities”, Proceedings of the International Conference of the ICOMOS International
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Life Before-Beyond-After Tourism
Ray Hutchison
University of Wisconsin-Green Bay, USA
Keywords: Life Before Tourism, Life After Tourism, egoistic tourist experience, altruistic tourist experience
Paolo Del Bianco, Director of the Fondazione Romualdo Del Bianco, presented the Life Beyond Tourism model to delegates at the
10th Annual Meeting of the Experts of the Roundtable assembled in La Sala del Duecento of Palazzo del Vechio in March, 2008.
As I was listening to the presentation, I began drafting notes for what would become a presentation at one of the later Roundtable
Sessions and eventually to this paper. Life Beyond Tourism presents a foundation for transforming tourism in Florence and in
other cities around the globe; it also presents a model for elaborating upon the usual study of tourism. For while Life Beyond
Tourism challenges us to think of ways to expand ego and consumption of historical sites to altruism, it is much more than that. The
original Life Beyond Tourism sets us a horizontal plane where we can expand on the tourist experience, we can expand that plane
to include a temporal axis to account for what happens both before and after the experiences tourist event. And that may be just
the beginning of an expanded model of Life Beyond Tourism that will transform the ego experience and create an ever-widening
altruistic experience.
I want to reconsider the more general model of Life Beyond Tourism by adding a temporal dimension – we know that life before
the tourist event, the tourist event itself, and finally life beyond tourism. We can explore each of these experiences as distinct subset
of events.

Figure 1 - The Life Beyond Tourism Model

1.

Before Tourism > Tourist Event > After Tourism

1.1 Life before tourism. Individuals have many different reasons for tourism. For some, it is simply and opportunity to get
away from the daily routine, and the actual place to be visited may be of secondary importance (the advertising of “inexpensive
getaways” plays on this sort of tourism). Others may decide upon a tourist destination based upon recommendations from friends
or relatives. Local newspapers. Travel magazines, and even television shows feature tourist visits to cities around the world (along
with suggestions of what to see, where to stay, where to eat, and the like). With the advent of mass tourism, and particularly over the
last several decades, there has been an explosion of guidebooks for countries, regions, and individual cities. Individual preparation
for the tourist experience might be represented as a continuum like the following:
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No Preparation > Recommended by Friend > Advertised Tours > Guide Book > Study
It is likely that we all know of persons who made travel plans based solely on the recommendation of a friend, or a travel brochure
that they have seen. This is the extent of their preparation for the trip; for some this may be a matter of time, for others it may signal
that their interest is simply in travel and adding another destination to their list: they are little concerned about where they will be
visiting, and have not taken time to prepare for the trip before leaving. Most tourists will arrive at their destination with one or more
travel guides, or pick one up from the train station news shop or local bookstore when they arrive. Even the most casual tourist has
a wide range of travel guides to choose from.

Figure 1 - Contemporary Tourist Guide Books for Florence and Tuscany Region

There is a long history of travel guides for many cities dating back more than 200 years ago (these predate the first flood of mass
tourism brought about by the introduction of railways in the last quarter of the 19th Century). Figure Three shows a page from the
Guida Citta Florence, published in 1790. The map of the city looks familiar to us even today, as similar illustrations are reproduced
in travel guides at the present time. But this guide has more extensive text and description of the city, locations that should be
visited, and directions on how to find various monuments (earlier city guides often were text only, without illustrations).

Figure 2 - Early Tourist Guidebook – Guida Citta Firenze, 1790

The more detailed contemporary tourist guides give an overview of the regional culture, a discussion of local foods and products,
as well as detailed information about different neighborhoods (and often even streets) of the city. The DK Eyewitness History
guides give detailed mappings of individual streets as well as axiomatic views of important buildings (shown in Figure Three is rich
discussion of architectural styles found in Tuscany from the DK guide for Florence and Tuscany). If the tourist would like to learn
about and prepare herself for the local culture and history, learn about the museums and buildings that she will visit, the information
is at her fingertips.
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Figure 3 - DK / Eyewitness Travel Guide for Florence and Tuscany Region

On a recent visit to Florence, I was seated behind a Japanese woman who was travelling to Florence with her
college-aged daughter. She was showing her daughter the notes that she had prepared for the visit: a 6x9
notebook filled with Japanese characters, and on every page one or two illustrations that had been cut from
different travel guides, including the DK Eyewitness Travel guide. I wanted to ask f I could take a photograph
of the pages, and should have done so, as this was the most remarkable preparation that I have seen for a visit
to the city.
2. The Tourist Event
Most of our study and discussion of tourism, and of Life Beyond Tourism, focuses on what I will call the Tourist Event – the actual
activities that the tourist(s) engage in once they arrive in the city. This discussion sometimes overlooks the very important question
of who the tourist is traveling with: certainly it is a very different experience for an individual traveling alone, for a young couple,
for a family group, and for the individual traveling with an organized tour. Involvement in the different groups can have a significant
impact on the quality of the tourist experience, the opportunity to get to know the local culture, the opportunity to explore areas of
special interest. Once again this can be represented on a continuum as shown below:
Individual > Couple > Family > Tour Group > Study Group
The individual/group context of the tourist experience likely deserves more attention than it has been given. For each of these
groups, the knowledge and preparation for tourist event follows the outline of life before tourism: whether traveling as an individual,
couple, or with a group, one can chose to be an observer, or one can chose to study beforehand the places that will be visited. We
can observe that often with couples there is one person who has studied the place to be visited, and will pass the information to his/
her companion; with family groups we observe parents sharing information with their children. Often times there is an “expert” who
emerges in the tour group. The study group (not just college students, but also special interest adult groups (for art, architecture, and
the like), and increasingly the “learning in retirement” groups might seem to be different, but even here it is the individual choice of
how one prepares (if at all) before embarking on the tour.
3. Life After Tourism
If there is life before tourism, followed by the tourist event, it stands to reason that there is also life after tourism. What impact does
the tourist experience had on the individual (or the couple, or the family)? What have they learned and how will they apply this
knowledge? Has this been an experience that they would to return in the future, or has the experience been enough and they now
are ready to move on to something else? These different impacts of life after tourism are presented below:
Little Impact > Return Visit > Book Similar Experience > Cultural Study > Individual Study
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For some, the tourist experience will have little impact, especially if the travel has simply been to follow-up on recommendations
from friends, or simply to get away from the day-to-day routine. For those on an organized tour, any one location is likely to involve
just a short visit and by the end of two weeks it may be difficult to remember any specific information about any one location.
For those with a positive experience – the location was better than what they had expected, their interactions leave a positive
impression, they have discovered something new that they would like to learn more about – life after tourism may involve a
second visit to the location, or they may decide to book a visit to another city with similar features (medieval churches, renaissance
architecture, world class museums). Of course the opposite may be true as well – if they have had a bad experience, the hotels were
not good, the restaurants were overpriced, the interaction with locals has been unpleasant – they may not return and may cancel
similar locations off their list of future visits.
For some, the visit to a new city may result in a desire to learn more about the local culture and history; upon return home, the
individual can read books about the local history, learn about the art and architecture of the era, and plan a return visit where they
may be less of a tourist and more of a docent. And for some, the tourist event may result in a special curiosity about a historical
figure, an architectural style, a musical tradition that will result in individual study and more advanced knowledge. This of course
is one of the goals of Life Beyond Tourism to create a transformative experience for the otherwise casual visitor.
4. Moving Beyond the Tourist Experience
If we can use the Life Beyond Tourism model to explore the tourist experience across a broader temporal realm, we should also be
able to use the model to explore the experiences of others involved in the tourism. This may be most clear in the tourist event itself.
The individual tourist is involved in a web of activities that goes far beyond his/her experience during the tourist event: they will
interact with staff and employees in the hotels and restaurants, and with local inhabitants in the streets and stores. As noted above,
the quality of these interactions is a critical part of the tourist experience – but this of course is a two-way relationship. Not only
is the tourist forming an impression of the people and location they are visiting, but those that they come into contact with are also
forming an impression of the tourist (and the home culture of the those they are serving in the restaurant or meeting on the street).
Just as the tourist may form a positive (or negative) impression of the people and places they are visiting, the local inhabitants and
workforce may form a positive (or negative) impression of the tourist and their culture.
Those involved in the tourist business also have experiences that we can think of as life before tourism (and life after tourism as
well). To be successful, the local entrepreneur must learn about their clientele, and determine how best to prepare for the coming
season (do the tourists want to experience the authentic cuisine of the region, or should changes be made to the menu, or to the
goods to be sold). This may be part of the ego manifestation, but it can also become altruistic as we learn more about the groups of
people visiting our city.
The impact of the tourist event (the cumulative impact of thousands of individual tourist events) is not limited to the short duration
of most tourist visits. The family may use the tourist revenue to pay for school for their children, to support aging parents, or to
reinvest in the store or restaurant to improve operations for the coming season. With this we have come full circle, moving from one
cycle of life after tourism to next cycle of life before tourism.
While these observations focus on Life Beyond Tourism for individuals and groups, there is another component to this model that
deserves consideration. We know that tourism has cultural impacts far beyond the interactions of individuals within tourist spaces; it
is a dynamic that transforms tourist spaces. Tourists often are in search of the authenticity, so on the one hand we look to transform
local cultures and experience to reproduce that sense of authenticity; tourists are also drawn to those places that are more convenient
and not-to-different from home, so we look to transform what was authentic to meet these expectations. We can expand Life Beyond
Tourism to include the many time frames and groups of persons that are involved in the ongoing web of interactions that create the
Tourist Event.

Figure 4 – The Expanding Life Before Tourism Model
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The Role Of The Churches And Monasteries In Protecting The Cultural Heritage And
Development Of The Religious Tourism
Leila Khubashvili
Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University, Georgia
I would like to greet everyone. My project presentation assistant will be Ia Melkadze, MA in European Studies. First of all, I would
like to thank Mr. Paolo Del Bianco and his foundation for giving us the opportunity of meeting here annually in this holy land of
arts and culture for sharing our ideas and new activities, and thus enabling us to contribute to the global rapprochement and the
intercultural dialogue, because the culture is the principal form of politics.
The goal of my project was determined by the huge cataclysms that led to the confrontation between the East and West, turning
the theory of Huntington into reality. Today, when the world is facing the huge challenges and threats, the interreligious dialogue
has acquired a special meaning. The first meeting of the Pontifex Pope Francis I, and the Patriarch Kirill of Russia in a thousand
years that took place in Cuba on the 12th of February of the current year, has even more underlined the necessity and importance
of such a dialogue. Probably everyone would agree that the initiative of Romualdo Del Bianco foundation “the civic education via
intercultural dialogue” is exceptionally important for the youth engagement.

Pontifex Francis I, and the Patriarch Kirill of Russia, 12 February 16, Havana

My project focuses on the interreligous dialogue and emphasizes the significant importance of the churches and monasteries. As
you know, almost in every religion and belief system, churches and monasteries not only served for the educational and spiritual
purposes, but also stood in the forefront of the battle against the foreign enemies, and acted as the unifying force during the domestic
rivalries. Monasteries and Churches fostered the scientific, literary, arts and music development. There were written, translated and
illustrated the theological and philosophical pieces of works, were painted icons and frescoes, created the gospel music, etc. Apart
from the cultural and educational purposes, the churches and the monasteries carried the national and political significance. Vatican
had a huge role in all of the abovementioned processes, for example, the Monte-Cassino, Camaldoli and Vallombrosa abbeys near
Florence; Reims, Saint-Remi,Vézelay, Chartre and Avignon abbeys in France; Westminster, Canterbury, Essex and Strensall in
England; Wearmouth Monastery, where Venerable Bede, a prominent medieval encyclopedist was brought up; Yuso, Suso and
Poblet monasteries in Spain; the monastery of Convent of Christ and the Alcobaça Monastery in Portugal; Novodevichy Convent in
Russia; Kyiv Pechersk Lavra in Ukraine; Echmiadzin in Armenia; Lorsch, Aachen, Spier, Cologne in Germany; Shaolin Buddhist
Temple in China, that is known not only by its 1500 years history but also for the Zen Buddhism and the Kung Fu style development;
Confucian Buddhist temples in Japan, etc. All of them are listed as the world cultural heritage sites.
Visiting the holy places, the pilgrimage is one of the important directions of the modern cultural tourism. That’s why the churches
and the monasteries play a significant role today as well for the development of the religious tourism - an important part of the
modern tourism. Not only it promotes the country’s traditions, history and the cultural values, but also contributes to the economic
growth and to the respect to the diverse religions that is also very important.
The Christian art and architecture in Georgia count almost 2000 years. The country that adopted christianity as its official religion
in 326-327 a.d., actively built the monastery complexes and developed the related art domains. Even more, our ancestors would
build churches and monasteries outside Georgia as well, in the important centers of the Christian world. From the written sources we
have the evidence that Georgians started building monasteries in the early christian age. Georgian churches and monasteries were
established in Syria and Palestine, Greece, Cyprus, Bulgaria, Turkey and the North Caucasus.
From the 20th years of the 20th century, when Georgia was incorporated into the Soviet Union, the Bolshevik authorities banned the
religious worship, closed the monasteries and churches, destroyed a part of those, and modified some of these buildings for diverse
purposes.
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In 1978, Ilia II was elected as a Patriarch of Georgia. With this, the church life and the related arts domains were restored. The
personal character traits of the Patriarch, he as a role model, fostered Georgian nation’s return to the church. More churches were
constructed and restored. In 1978-1983 years Ilia II was elected as a co-President of the World Council of Churches (WCC) that
increased Georgian Church’s international authority. Hereby, I would like to use the occasion and to mention with gratitude that Mr.
Paolo carries the gift of Georgian Patriarch, Saint Nino’s cross, embedded in his cross of baptism. And the Patriarch’s portrait is
displayed in one of the vitrines of Palazzo Coppini. Thank you very much for this Mr. Paolo Del Bianco!
Now I would like to talk about those Georgian churches and monasteries that played a big role not only in the development of
Georgian culture and arts but also in the history of the other countries.
Let me start with Peter the Iberian, Petre Iberi (in Syrian sources mentioned as Nabarnugios ) a prominent philosopher, who founded
the Christian Neoplatonism. The Georgian Prince was educated at the court of Byzantine Emperor Theodosius II. Then in Syria,
close to Gaza he founded a monastery and a school, where Syrian monks studied together with Georgian and Greek counterparts.
In Georgian historiography there is a viewpoint that the Assyrian Fathers were Georgian monks educated in this school who
afterwards returned to Georgia. They initiated a wide monasterial building and preached Christianity in the North Caucasus as well.
According to the theory of philosophy and theology of Honigman-Nutsubidze (Belgian and Georgian scholars), Pseudo-Dionysius
the Areopagite, a world-known thinker, whose doctrines are important for the orthodox and western religious studies, could have
been considered Petre Iberi, who was called the second Apostle Paul and the Second Moses by its contemporaries. Marsilio Ficino
and Pico della Mirandola have several interesting notes about the Pseudo-Dionysius the Areopagite’s ideology.

Petre Iberi

The Cross Monastery is the ancient Georgian religious, cultural and educational center in Palestine that also sheltered the Georgian
pilgrims. The Cross Monastery is a wonderful monument of Georgian architecture in Palestine. It was a citadel, a sophisticated
three-storey complex that then was appropriated by Saladin. The Great medieval Georgian poet Shota Rustaveli spent the last years
of his life there. Rustaveli’s brilliant poem “The Knight in the Panther’s Skin” is translated in almost every languages of the world,
including Chinese and Japanese. The Italian translation was executed by Antonio Bonelli. Together with the other scholars, the Cross
Monastery hosted Niceforo Irbachi,a famous diplomat in Europe. Irbachi was one of the key figures during the publication of the
first printed book in Georgian language the “Georgian-Italian Dictionary”. The book was published by him and Stefano Paolini in
Rome in 1629.

Jerusalem. Cross Monastery 5th-7th centuries
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Saint Catherine Monastery 11th century

In the 9th century, Georgians established their community in the Arabian Peninsula, on the Sinai Mountain. In the 11th century,
Georgian King David the Builder founded there the Monastery of Saint Catherine. Georgian thinkers Ioane Minchkhi and Ioane
Zosime served at that monastery. The monastery administered a library, a reading room and a catalogue.
In Tao-Klarjeti, nowadays located in Turkey, Grigol Khandzteli built the three monasteries of monks and two nuns’ monasteries.

Tbeti St. Mary Monastery 10th century

Tbeti Ornament

		

Oshki 10th century

The monasterial and literary life in Tao-Klarjeti led to the establishment of the Athos Iviron Monastery that provided an outstanding
example of cooperation between the Orthodox and Catholic monks. Georgian monks Giorgi Athoneli and Giorgi Mtsire, which
served at Athos Iviron Monastery, mention in their hagiographic works about how Georgians assisted to the the monk of the
Benedictine Order Leon the Great and his students to build Holy Mary Monastery on the Mount Athos 980-990.

			

Athos Iviron Monastery 10th century
		

		

Athos Iviron Mother of God, Panagia Portaitissa,
Miraculous Icon painted by Luke the Evangelist

Petritsoni - Bachkovo monastery is another important example of Georgian architecture, which is situated in Bulgaria. Bachkovo
Monastery is one of the biggest and the oldest monasteries in the Eastern Europe. It was built in 1083 by the Georgian Prince Grigol
Bakurianisdze, who was the Great Domestikos of the West of the Byzantine Empire. He created the Typikon for the monastery in
Georgian and Greek languages. Initially the monastery was called “Monastirion To Iverikon” and later it was renamed as Bachkovo
Monastery. The monastery had its seminary. Georgian scholar Ioane Petritsi led the educational activities there for 20 years. Georgian
inscriptions that date to 1311 are found on the Holy Mary icon and on the dome of the monastery. During the Third Crusade, the
crusaders presented Georgian leader of the church to the Holy Roman Emperor Frederick I of Hohenstaufen. Frederick Barbarossa
who was charmed with the wisdom of the Georgian monk, gifted his sword to Petritsoni Monastery that now is kept at the museum
of the monastery.
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Petritsoni (Bachkovo) Monastery 11th century

Anthim the Iberian (Antim Ivireanul) 1650-1716

The prominent Georgian printer, scholar and the clergyman, painter, engraver and calligrapher Anthim the Iberian was implementing
his service in Romania.
The development of Romanian literary language and the printing of the first book in Romanian language (1708) is connected with
his name. Anthim the Iberian introduced the Romanian liturgical language in the churches of Wallachia. In 1708, Anthim the Iberian
became the Metropolitan bishop (Mitropolit) of Wallachia-Hungary. More than 20 churches and monasteries were built in Wallachia
under his aegis. It is important to mention that Anthim Iberian designed the Typikon for the Church of All Saints in Bucharest.
He also made the church’s main entrance oak door and decorated the church with Georgian stone-engraved ornaments. In 1992,
Romanian church canonized Anthim the Iberian as a saint.

			

The Church of All Saints and Saint Anthim the Iberian 1713-1715, Bucharest

As regards the historical monuments in Georgia, there are more than 12000 of them, distinguished with their architectural diversity
and antiquity.The small country with the ancient culture located at the crossroads of East and West, maintained good relations not
only with different ethnic groups, but also with diverse religious communities. After his visit in Georgia in 1999, Pontifex Pope
Francis I Pope John Paul II stated: “Georgia has been a land of special hospitality and welcome, serving as a model of respect and
tolerance towards the followers of other religions. An eloquent sign of this deeply rooted capacity of yours to live and work together
with all people of good will is the fact that not far from here the chief places of worship for Christians, Jews and Moslems stand
close together” (HOMILY,Tbilisi Stadium, 9 November 1999)

			

Pontifex, John Paul II, and Ilia II Catholicos Patriarch of Georgia Tbilisi, 1999
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When talking about Georgian churches and monasteries, I would like to underline the great historical role of the catholic missionaries
in the cultural and educational activities in Georgia. The catholic churches were built in Tbilisi, Kutaisi, Batumi, Akhaltsikhe, Gori,
Guria and Kakheti. “The Dialog” - the periodical of the Eastern and Western Christianity has been regularly published in Georgia.
Roman Catholic Church facilitates the functioning of the Orthodox Churches in Georgian communities abroad. For example,
Florence convent has granted the four former Catholic churches to Georgian community in Italy for the indeterminate period of time
and free of charge. One of these is the church of the Saint Nino on Via dei Serragli in Florence.
Historical Monuments: the sacral Svetitskhoveli Cathedral Church and Cross Monastery located in the ancient Georgian capital
Mtskheta are listed as the world heritage. According to legend, after the crucifixion Georgian Jews brought Christ’s mantle from
Jerusalem and buried it in Mtskheta. Svetitskhoveli Church was built site of Christ’s mantle. Bagrati Cathedral, Gelati Monastery
and Upper Svaneti are also included in UNESCO’s list of the world heritage.

Jvari (Cross) Monastery 6th century

Svetitskhoveli Cathedral Church 11th century

Bagrati Cathedral 11th century

Gelati Monastery 11th century

Chazhashi, Upper Svaneti

The 15 historical and natural heritage sites are placed on the tentative list of the world heritage. Some of them are: Alaverdi
Church, Ananuri Fortress, David Gareja monastery complex, Dmanisi castle ruins, Gremi, Kvetera, Nikortsminda, Shatili,
Uplistsikhe, Vardzia-Khertvisi Fortress, Vani Ancient city ruins, Old Tbilisi, the ecosystem of Kolkheti lowland. This is the short
historical review of Georgian monasteries and churches.
As regards the religious tourism in Georgia, it has been significantly developed with a well-functioning infrastructure. The tourists
and pilgrims in Georgia can reach the historical monuments and the sacred places, the saints’ burials and the holy relics (Bodbe
Monastery of Nuns in Sighnaghi is the burial place of Saint Nino’s relics, Gabriel Salos Grave is located in Mtskheta, etc.) and
taste the world-renowned Georgian wines and cuisine.
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Alaverdi 11th century

Ananuri 16th-17th centuries

“The First Europeans”, Dmanisi

As a result of the 1991-2001 Dmanisi archaeological site excavations, the oldest human skull in Europe “Homo Georgicus“ was
discovered that is dated as 1.6 million years old.

Nikortsminda 10th century

Motsameta Monastery, Georgia

Shatili
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The Route of the Pilgrims in Georgia

Bodbe Monastery (9th-11th centuries)

Samtavro Monastery (11th century)

The Tomb of Saint Nino

The burials of King Mirian and Queen Nana

The Grave of Monk Gabriel, Samtavro

To conclude my presentation, I would like to invite you and your students to my workshop during the experts’ roundtable week on
the interreligious dialogue in March 2017. The workshop will be focused on the role of the churches and monasteries. Not only it
will facilitate the awareness-raising about the values among the youth of different religions and denominations, but will also create
the solid ground for the mutual respect and understanding.
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The Classic Heritage Integrated Into The Liberal Arts & Sciences:
Communicational And Cultural Strategies In Inter-Educational Cooperation Nowadays
Alexander Kubyshkin, Valery Monakhov, Vladimir Orlov
Saint-Petersburg State University, Russia
Abstract
Contrarily to the well-known opinion about the educational model of liberal arts & sciences, this system is developed in the course
of European cultural history, which means it is entirely traditional and well-tested. Saint-Petersburg State University, the oldest
Russian university, which recently has initiated the faculty of liberal arts & sciences, can be visualized as the appropriate example
of cross-connection of the two cultural trends, both historical and traditional. The paper discusses the connections and bonds that
unite both traditions, with its aim to show the close distance between both educational models and principles. Closer to the end, the
authors suggest the necessity to facilitate the greater inter-educational and cultural cooperation between the educational institutions
and schools across the globe.
Keywords: European tradition. Liberal education. Saint-Petersburg State University
It is well-known that Russian education and culture – particularly, the architectural style in the entire cities – based its roots, in
no small part, in European cultural tradition. All the visual arts, the music (including the opera), and the Western knowledge have
eventually become the objects of utmost significance for Eastern Europe and Russia, who absorbed its perennial achievements in
the course of several centuries. Among these is the Western educational model that had manifested itself in creating Saint-Petersburg
State University in the 18th Century, which was followed by an implementation of Western subjects in education and research, such
as European languages, culture, sciences, and the entire teaching modules and strategies. This practice has been continuing up to the
recent decades, which saw the successful formation of programs of the liberal arts and sciences at European and Russian universities
that demonstrated their vibrant growth and an ability to combine their classic educational background with the novel principles and
ideas of Western education and culture. The overarching analysis of the accomplished heritage, and a consideration of the future of
international education and cooperation across the globe now become the most significant questions for the educational institutions
in Russia and in the nearby countries, related to each other by our common history, and tied by various cross-cultural bonds.
The model of liberal education appears in the center of this constellation of the issues. Sometimes seen as a novel and radically
groundbreaking form of teaching, the system of liberal arts and sciences in fact historically is not confronted against the tradition
but -- quite the opposite – appears the ‘conservative’ educational system, which is able to maintain European spirit and culture,
entirely based, and defined by, the same tradition of the old World. Russia, again, has always been absorbing Western education and
cultural traditions, which is proven -- among many examples -- by the Saint-Petersburg State University, which was the only Russian
institute for higher education for some time. Nowadays, seen as the oldest and the most traditional Russian university, it also implies
the strategy of liberal arts & sciences at the eponymous Faculty that embraces such subjects as mathematics, literature, European
and Eastern languages, arts and many others. Seeing themselves in the wide variety of disciplines, students mend their ways across
very different strategies, often choosing between the directions of such a contrast that they would have never predicted before. The
examples include a number of students the authors of this paper have taught: on different occasions, the students changed their
affiliation from arts to the sciences, proving themselves to be promising adepts in the absolutely new disciplines, able to cope with
the radically new challenges and subjects.
The transition of the faculty to the liberal arts standards have been organized successfully but also underwent through some
challenges and exerted efforts of the university administration and teaching stuff. In the scopes of this process, the community of
Saint-Petersburg state university, often characterized as vibrant and excellent in their academic work, have absorbed many useful
features from another Western university -- Bard college, NY (USA). Having established a vast academic network across the globe,
they made out the balanced structure of disciplines under the aegis of liberal arts & sciences. In their scopes lay the very sized and
idiosyncratic foundations, such as the variety of sciences, the arts, and the music conservatory.
But to what extent this unity is actually new? One of the authors of this paper have studied at the oldest (and one of the most
glorious) universities in European history -- the university of Cambridge in the United Kingdom. Surprisingly, after his move to
Saint-Petersburg he notices not much difference. It was Cambridge, where he -- a musicologist -- has first heard about such wellknown issues of the modern world, as the global warming, or sustainable development. Leaning into the word -- that suddenly has
become open, after studying in old-fashioned conservatory in Russia (where he received his degree of higher education), only at that
point he realized how to do marketing, concert management, and a chain of events reaching out a festival.
Thus, the big university -- such as Cambridge, or any well-known American giant -- would be open to its dwellers, penetrating any
doors and able to choose their curriculum more or less freely. The greatest benefits of Cambridge, therefore, lay not as much in its
historical greatness or academic excellence -- but in the same aspect as the liberal university -- the freedom, the ability to choose,
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the variety of possibilities and the cross-disciplinary environment that makes its graduates willing to take as many roads as only
could be paved in their collective imagination. Thus, as seems, it is much more fruitful and beneficial for both sides of this European
educational history, to position both these traditions -- old-fashioned, classic -- and liberal -- to be much closer than usually seen,
aiming at the same goals and fulfilling analogical principles.
It is evident that the effective results in overcoming major challenges of today’s world might be reached by the mutual cooperation
formed by intense humanitarian exchange by the specialists in various fields and educational institutions. This unity might lead
towards the formation of the open and wise study of historic traditions and values, on the one hand, and current problems and
opportunities for today’s education and culture, on the other. We believe that the members of Saint-Petersburg State University, of
Florence University of the Arts, and of other distinguished schools in the West or in the United States can provide some interesting
perspectives for the vibrant intercultural communication in this subject. The scholars with different backgrounds such as sciences,
art history, music, or literature, may organize the multidiscipline program on Liberal Arts education in the changing realities of
today’s world visualizing themselves in between the cultural background of historic city and heritage of the past -- and the novelties
of the new era.
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The Cultural Biography Of Living Areas, A Powerful Instrument For Life Beyond Tourism
Practice
Marc Laenen
Laenen Art and Consultancy, Belgium
Abstract
To identify best practices of information transfer in intercultural dialogue oriented travel, the presentation of the cultural biography
of living environments appears to be one of the possible working models. The key question is to make bridges between cultures in
different cultural environments. In practice : the creation of a relevant interface between the traveller and the specific character of
local communities by means of various opportunities for substantive knowledge, leading to understanding, appreciation and respect
of oneself and other cultures and ultimately to the understanding humanity as a whole. The “cultural biography” ‘s specific questions
are “ What specific “narrative” do we convey ?”,how can this narrative lead to an effective dialogue between cultures and “ how do
we convey this narrative in the most efficient and cost-effective way?”
Keywords: intercultural dialogue, cultural environments, cultural biography
The Romualdo Del Bianco- Life Beyond Tourism Foundation established a powerful panoply for peaceful coexistence by means of
its Learning Communities initiative promoting travel for intercultural dialogue and territorial development, its Life Beyond Tourism
Portal, its Life Byond Tourism Institute and its International Network of Experts, while the Manual for Life Beyond Tourism guides
practice.
Cultural biography is one of the many ways to implement the Foundations vision. Its concept was developed in the Netherlands by
Gerard Rooijakkers to understand cultural heritage in its environmental context. It abandons conceptual borders between disciplines,
focuses self-identification, keeps flexibility in interpretattion and presentation, is more experience oriented than educational. It has
been applied among others in travel in Italy, in the Lazio region and in Flanders, in the In Flanders Fields initiative of Ypres.

Figure 1
paragraph has 6 pt spacing before, 12 pt spacing after and single line spacing.

The Cultural Biography is a narrative construction, in which values, shared and implemented by members of living environments
with their footprints in their social and fysical environment is interpreted and presented. This narrative is a kind of interface
between hosting communities and their guests, the visitors, to make their specific character, their cultural personality understood
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and respected. It applies for past communities as wel as for contemporary ones. They reveal visions, concepts, knowlegde, social
traditions, create a sense of belonging and constitute their identity. They manifest themselves in hardware such as the landscape, the
settlements, the architectuire, the objects and social and oral traditions, including literature and poetry, performing traditions and
last but not least catering traditions.

Figure 2

The key problems of that interface are “ what is your story” and” how do you make their experience possible?” Its is the mediators
responsability to produce suitable entries to the complex multifaceted reality of the cultural landscape of living environments.
Values are and their changing interpretation and implementation over time is the central substance of such narratives. Such values
become heritage for society members and for us, visitors of the sites, guests of the hosting community. Values are in principle
subjective social attributions to objects, buildings, sites, landscapes or processes and traditions. They belong to value systems that
have been applied in societies as a specific response to universal issues and challenges and attribute a significance to their heritage
resources in their daily life. Their interpretation and implementation changes over time and shapes the continuously evolving
cultural personality of our living environments. In addition to this, the cultural personality of societies is not a monolithic reality but
a complex system of several “heritage societies” within a living environment, each having its own “heritage” and the right to keep
it, which can become a bone of contention. This applies to in increasing multicultural environments due to foreign immigration and
to subcultures within one autochthon society. Value implementation change has left footprints in society and environment leading to
an integrated stratification of layers. “Cultural biography” investigates here the changing interpretation of values and the integration
of cultures and their impact on living environments over time. It clarifies the dialectic process of value abandonment, renovation,
innovation and integration and makes the cultural stratification and the actual appearance of our living environments understood.
The broad field of cultural anthropology has been a useful framework for research, including philosophy and religion, all other
social and cultural issues of cultural anthropology and art, architecture, literature, drama… It is obvious that such cultural biography
relies on the reliability or “authenticity”, that is to say the “credibility and truthfulness” of the resources, the scientific methods
of investigation and the policy purpose that the interpreter wants to achieve. Indeed one cannot ignore the risk that interpretation
and presentation would serve biased political ideology or fundamentalist cultural myths rather than the cultural reality, that we
want to understand. In addition to this, one should leave space for a polyphony of alternative or many-voiced interpretations of the
same substance. At the same time intertwined relationships between all heritage sectors, tangible (movable and immovable) and
intangible and new contemporary social and cultural patterns, that in their turn reinterpret and (re)implement values in their spatial
context are part of investigation and presentation. Indeed while being based on values and their continuously evolving interpretation,
the notion “cultural heritage” has been extended from remote past to the present, from the elitist to the vernacular and from the
tangible to the intangible. Therefore the interpretation of the notion risks inflation when almost everything becomes heritage and
complete contemporary society is being “over -heritaged”. Ultimately the whole complex multicultural social reality of our living
environments is what we de facto “inherit” en therefore “is” our ”heritage”.. In this sense a move from mere “heritage tourism” to
the more general ‘cultural tourism” seems a logical step. The final result is a well documented narrative construction that reveals the
specific complex, multi-layered and multifaceted contemporaneous character of the place.
The second question refers to the efficiency of travel offerings. Experience has without any doubt shown the results of intellectual
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entries to the complex cultural reality. However access to the same reality by means of performative entries has proved its impact on
visitors. Here marketing questions enter to promote travel for intercultural dialogue and to ensure success of investments and financial
efforts. The tourist industry had discovered heritage tourism as an important market. Being an economic sector, the tourist industry
provides certain quality in hosting facilities and cultural or entertaining products, but sets primarily quantitative success factors as a
financial return for investments. The International Charters on Cultural Tourism (1999) and on the Interpretation of cultural heritage
sites, the so called Ename Charter (2008), issued by ICOMOS’ International Scientific Committees, set the scene and conditions for
such responsible approaches, covered by the Global Code of Ethics issued by UNWTO (1999). UNESCO’s World Heritage Centre’s
action plan for sustainable tourism creates a specific framework for international cooperation on sustainable tourism in World
Heritage listed sites, in which the sites’ Universal Outstanding Values are expected to be made known and understood.
All texts refer to an “enriching experience” of “the site heritage values” for local inhabitants and their visitors. Here the term Cultural
Democracy has been introduced and is in a certain sense a very positive phenomenon insofar production and access are multiplied,
diversified and largely distributed for an ever increasing culturally interested public, but does not necessarily guarantee quality
products, hence the problem of quality information and informed choice. Tourists can visit sites distantly, for mere entertainment,
as a kind of exotic curiosum, not really interested in the cultural or natural substance of the sites and their heritage values. However
such superficial consumerism is not what the UNESCO’s, UNWTO’s and ICOMOS’ and ICOM’s documents intended: UNESCO’s
institutional mandate and the Council of Europe’s Framework Convention on the Value of Cultural Heritage for Society (2005)
clearly define a -for all societies meaningful- policy orientation and stress the strategic potential of heritage interpretation for selfknowledge for local communities and for knowledge of the “others”, the tourists, and recognize its potential for mutual understanding,
appreciation, respect and peaceful coexistence. Indeed for self knowledge one needs more than one mirror.

Figure 3

The added value of Life Beyond Tourism travel is that special focus is given to efforts and potential contribution for mutual
understanding, peaceful cohabitation and ultimately to peace. This may require special focus in interpretation and presentation.
Especially if in the interpretation and presentation of the cultural substance commonalities are identified and differences are clarified,
mankind can be understood, appreciated and mutual understanding can be a result. In that sense Life beyond Tourism travel doesn’t
only contribute to sustainable regional/territorial development but to Human Development in general. Traveling with Life Beyond
Tourism people have the unique opportunity to experience cultures in the world, past and present, as their predecessors, artists and
intellectuals in the XVIIIth and XIXth century did in the“ The Grand Tour”, this time accessible for all.
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Economic Model For The Cultural Sector Xxi Century
A Consulting Program To Be Develop And Implement By Focnc
To Any Consolidated Government & Private Worldwide Organization
Eliyahu Eduardo Munoz
Fundación Organización Carnaval Nacional de Carnavales División Colombia, Uniting the World with the Intangible
Culture Heritage, Colombia
The Culture sector of XXI Century must be a 100% sustainable industry if pretend to continue safeguarding and preserving its
heritage legacies. That means; that very soon this sector cannot continue to spend the money to justify their expenses, but must be
consistent with the change of the political, social, cultural, natural and economic schemes that have been living and what is expected
to come, where all inhabitants of the planet have to continue engaging with future changes and developing their own models of
sustainability.
The National Carnival of Carnivals Non Profit (FOCNC) has been researching globally in field around the Intangible Cultural
Heritage a system that allows the strengthening of this sector to become the mainstay of the local economies of nations.
Therefore it presents an outline integrated logistics structures and helps any entity that can be spliced to transition their times of total
dependence on the rulers to start being part of the local economic movements in their regions, consequently, the sector that help
lower the scourges that affect a nation.
The economic model of the XXI century culture industry is a structure that will allow other sectors ally, to achieve permanent and
lasting sustainability for the times in order to comply with the purposes of preservation and safeguarding.
It combines a structure designed for each program to develop as an event or entity that achieve greater and positive economic,
tourist, educational, social and cultural impact, for the same entities, its allies, and therefore the regions and its inhabitants.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Promoters highly educated to be transmitted through the culture.
Incentive with Beauty Art.
Increase permanent revenue.
Creators of new investment opportunities.
Cultural Tourism promoters to the all kind of public.
Provide sources constantly before, during and after a celebration.
Unite all sectors that benefit directly and indirectly around a celebration.
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The program consulting has a basic cost to present it, and will be reduce if the program is implemented totally.
•
•

•

Financial Evaluation of the Operating System: Collection, Income Generation and returns, distribution and
payments thereof.
Structuring the social objective of each event of the proposer: According to feature the implementation of an
adapted logistics, which allows a choice of fundraising and therefore strengthen it as a “good and service” would be
considered.
Strategic alliances, to finalize, implement and strengthen new proposals based on what FOCNC been encouraging,
developing and promoting locally and internationally, to achieve greater benefits and impact of all allies.

It is a structure comprising handling logistics from economic infrastructures that enable all entities that address already consolidated
projects or initiatives of great economic impact, to achieve, to be sustainable and autonomous, to the demands of the XXI century,
which must be bondable fully compatible with the times and living the world and an integral globalization.
For projects of all entities that lead or manage the cultural sector in general, they can pretend to be maintained for the time,
consolidating with real schemes that provide:
Cultural, educational, economic and social, must begin to adapt or convert their options to pretend stay and if they wish, leaving the
old and flawed ways to run the achievements of money through patronage, bureaucracy and corruption, which is predominant in the
cultural sector, and so many without making significant contributions to the industry culture you must exercise in all other sectors,
if they have failed to demonstrate the ability to stay with the mediocre and little contribution from the educational, economic and
opposite that culture must show, with high quality and permanence.
We are aware that very few people who have managed the cultural sector are of a very different human level what is expected to be
leading the culture sector, which is not equal to have a knowledge received by a recognized educational institution, unlike that is to
represent culture. These characters have to change their ways and even think, compared to what is to create a cultural show, if they
wish to continue to lead what today based on schemes that have allowed to enter, and to do what they believe is cultural, because
they must be with the culture of the XXI century.
INVESTMENT FUNDS

All entity wishing to develop an activity of cultural project must begin implementing a scheme investment fund designed exclusively
for their organizations and expectations, enabling them to address all revenues come through different routes in order to permanently
guarantee resources they need and keep alive a cultural project including operating handlings, are currently lost, for the payment of
patronage and others.
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This fund should be run with a solid structure that ensures capital, but in turn they generate independent income to other schemas to
manage, and to maintain a flow of permanent economic resources everywhere, to ensure the annual realization of an event, without
the worry of the above dependent sources.
This fund should provide a scheme that allows private investors to encourage international, national governmental and:
1. Invest resources that give them additional tax benefits,
2. Achieve capital movements need reinvestment schemes.
3. Opportunities to create more industries.
4. Generation of jobs, linked to added value, “the direct contribution to the social”.
The fund should have several options to classify the category of investor wishing to participate in schemes according to the
contribution to invest time and return on investment. (Order Model as management and consulting).
Keep in mind that all the capital entered the fund must first:
1. Ensure the implementation of the annual event.
2. Followed by ensuring the return of capital,
3. And therefore the percentage offered to investors, according to the classification of the investment fund.
The fund should be managed by ensuring trust monies are to meet the objectives and expectations of investors, and other figures of
financial services to ensure projects and events.
Each investor must understand and know; that entered the fund monies are to ensure the realization of the proposed event, will
be moored until the completion of the event is executed, with the assurance that capital investment is 100% protected. Like any
investment, to facilitate the event, interest according to the changing market is not guaranteed, but if their investment capital, plus
other benefits agreed according to the category of investors, whether as a partner, investor, sponsor, patronage or donor. (Ask as
management and consulting for model created Fund for International Carnival of Carnivals-and FOCNC Division Colombia).
INFRASTRUCTURE SCHEMES
Important to start that cultural projects are divided by platforms “Goods and Services” according to the cultural program will be
undertaken with the aim to achieve a comprehensive impact, to capture important producers everywhere, national and international
they need, want or encourage them to see great opportunities involucrate the development of one of the platforms of goods and
services that would be offered, based on the guidelines of the proposer of the cultural project.
Thus they achieve significant contributions of logistics, as well capitalize on the performance of each platform with a suitable entity
expert on the subject that interests you realize it.
This will allow any activity is created, to maintain a compatible logistics and can permanently develop anywhere and can gain a
national and international impact of high quality in every way, and this prevents fail or remain in the hands of entities do not have
the economic, logistical capacity in every way and they have to continue to provide resources for complicity of the leaders of the
day, which can be addressed to improve the activities or create areas of greatest impact and economic, educational impact, cultural,
tourist and social.
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Eliyahu with over 35 years involved in the cultural sector and 28 years in the financial services sector. He has created and developed successful
projects and programs that have benefited many people socially and international entities. Since 2001 has been researching in the field on the sector
of Intangible Cultural Heritage worldwide to be the sector that benefits the strengthening of local economies with new structures and logistics to
allow the permanence of Culture of the XXI Century, a subject not it has been contemplated by the entities that addressed globally. He presented
lectures globally and internationally invited as Representative of the European Federation of Carnivals FECC of Colombia, designed to present and
represent the FECC at the 1st World Symposium Intercultural Dialogues-Carnivals in World. Awarded the 50 best projects in USA and supported
by federal division in Washington D.C., among other honors international. See page on LinkedIn Eduardo Muñoz-Eliyahu.
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Intercultural Dialogue Through Music
Maria Murawska
Feliks Nowowiejski Academy of Music in Bydgoszcz, Poland
Abstract
Considering the universal characteristics of classical music that enable it to cross cultural barriers, the author of the present paper
aims to address the issue of the music competition phenomenon and discuss the importance of its social impact. By focusing
primarily, but not exclusively, on the international resonance that Chopin’s compositions have had for a number of years now, the
author shows how the International Fryderyk Chopin Piano Competition held in Warsaw has grown to its unprecedented current
renown, becoming at the same time a common ground for not only exhibiting young instrumental virtuosity but, perhaps more
importantly, for bridging cultural diversity, and in doing so, promoting intercultural communication through a shared experience of
music.
Keywords: intercultural dialogue, (piano) competition, (classical) music
A FOREWORD
Classical music is an art form that seems universal across cultures. Music itself is a medium through which the composer and
performer express themselves and pass their subjective emotions and feelings on to the listener, and, as a result, affect the listener’s
own feelings, reactions and music awareness, the whole experience being naturally and thoroughly individual. Owing to its capacity
to convey abstract meanings in a manner that defies straightforward semantics, music connects those that represent diverse cultures,
hence becoming a tool in an intercultural dialogue and a natural bridge over cultural boundaries.
A form of spiritual cohesion of people from different cultures may be observed in ’high culture’ events such as opera performances,
concerts and recitals, or music competitions. The 20th century saw a growing importance placed on music competitions, the idea of
which originated as early as ancient Greece. In the historical periods that followed musicians’ competitiveness gradually took on
some more radical forms: from the Meistersinger vocal tournaments in the 16th and 17th centuries, through instrumental ‘rivalries’,
to contests held for artists employed by the then magnates, art patrons. Even the most eminent musicians would participate in such
events, to take none other than Johann Sebastian Bach as an example, who participated in organ competitions. Audiences gathered
in numbers to see those spectacles of musical virtuosity, people frequently arriving from far-away settlements or even neighbouring
countries. For the performers the events meant an ideal opportunity to demonstrate their talents in fair competition, which often
resulted in finding regular employment and/ or new commissions. The formula of musical contests has changed over the centuries
to finally become formalised into the present-day competitions, a perfect example of which is the prestigious International Fryderyk
Chopin Piano Competition, organized in Warsaw since the beginning of the 20th century.
The above-mentioned intercultural dialogue is held on several planes here: among professional pianists representing a variety of
cultures as well as among amateurs, music being the common denominator for all of them. And yet, special significance attaches to
the dialogue that the recipients of the music performed at the Chopin competition engage in. All the multicultural audience, among
whom are both professional musicians as well as average music lovers, by participating in the event, share in the experience of being
united in a broader social dimension on the one hand, and enjoy some very individual perception of the music on the other.

1.

THE CHOPIN PHENOMENON

The Polish composer’s oeuvre has for years been holding its strong appeal for both older and younger music lovers throughout the
world. The genuine emotions Chopin’s music contains give it a deeper humanist meaning, hence the ease with which the music
crosses cultural boundaries and enables intercultural dialogue on many different levels.
Mieczysław Tomaszewski observes that the significance of Chopin’s music, the message it conveys to the next generations, is
difficult to define accurately, the music being exceptionally universal. This is perhaps the reason why it has had its resonances
through different historical periods and among various cultures. The music’s constitutive qualities that have left an indelible mark
on European culture make up a complex of features that we might call a ‘Chopin music syndrome’. (Tomaszewski 2005)
It only seems reasonable to refer to Artur Rubinstein’s opinion of Chopin. Rubinstein, an outstanding pianist himself, once wrote
that while being the most ‘national’ of Polish composers, ‘Chopin is at the same time the most universal. The fact that his music
has won the hearts of audiences the world over is truly remarkable. I have witnessed certain circles misunderstanding Bach, little
interest in Mozart in Italy, a strange antipathy towards Brahms in Latin American countries, and a dislike of Tchaikovsky in France.
But Chopin reigns supreme everywhere.’ (Wierzynski 1990)
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Still, the country where the Polish composer’s music is treated with particular reverence is Japan. This phenomenon seems to be
strictly connected with the idea of beauty which, in the country of flowering cherry trees, except elegance incorporates subtlety,
fragility and a sense of passing. These qualities may be observed in traditional Japanese paintings and folk music. These qualities
are also intrinsic to the character of Chopin’s compositions.
The steadily growing number of Chinese and South Korean prize-winners in Chopin competitions over the past years means that
also in their countries the composer’s oeuvre has gained due recognition. And increasingly more Chinese and Korean lovers of piano
music have come to Poland to hear their participants performing live in the National Philharmonic Hall.
Speaking of the sociological impact of the Warsaw-based competition, Stanislaw Szpinalski, a pianist and juror in the 1955 edition,
observed that the Chopin competition attracted the attention of people representing virtually all walks of life, be they members of the
Polish Academy of sciences, office workers, doctors, taxi drivers, hairdressers, technicians, or railway workers, all of them equally
interested in the organization of an event of such magnitude. He also noted that the competition triggered unexpected politeness and
readiness to serve those that worked hard to run it, the politeness being genuine and heartfelt, and accompanied by deep respect for
the challenge the event and its organization entailed. (Wysocki 1982)

2.

THE 2015 INTERNATIONAL FRYDERYK CHOPIN PIANO COMPETITION

The 17th Competition was record-breaking in a number of ways. Perhaps the best proof for the statement should be the numbers
viewed from the historical perspective. The first competition was held in 1927 and featured 26 pianists of 8 nationalities. The
competition lasted one week. The 10th edition, held in 1980, lasted a fortnight and accommodated 149 pianists representing 37
nationalities. The last, 17th edition of the competition in 2015, saw 450 participants from 45 countries, and the whole event took three
weeks! The philharmonic concert hall, with seating for 1070, for all the twenty-one days was filled with a multinational audience,
the tickets having been sold out a year ahead. Along with the growing number of participating pianists, the numbers of the attending
audience have also grown. Among those that gathered for the 17th Competition were figures of authority from around the world:
Japan was represented by Her Imperial Highness Princess Takamado; Belgium, on the other hand, by the royal couple, King Philip
and Queen Matilda. On her first day, accompanied by the Polish first lady Agata Kornhauser-Duda, Queen Matilda paid a visit to the
Fryderyk Chopin Museum in Warsaw.
Last year’s competition was witnessed by visitors mostly from Japan, China, South Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong and the United
States. Additionally, we have observed an increasing interest in the history, culture and musical traditions of Chopin’s motherland,
including the actual places where the piano genius lived or which he frequented. Great numbers of tourists, music lovers, came to
see the composer’s home and birthplace in Zelazowa Wola. Perhaps just as many saw Chopin’s statue in the Royal Baths Park in
Warsaw. Groups of foreign young pianists visited Szafarnia, where the composer used to spend his childhood holidays. They also
went to see the nearby towns, which the teenaged Fryderyk himself visited. Moreover, we have noted an increase in the sales of
publications not only on Chopin’s life and his music, but also on Poland and its culture. And last but not least, recordings from the
competition have been among the most sought-after forms of capturing the unique moments of musical experience.

The 17th International Fryderyk Chopin Piano Competition in the National Philharmonic Hall in Warsaw
(photograph by Maria Murawska)
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PIANO COMPETITIONS WORLDWIDE

In addition to the renowned International Fryderyk Chopin Piano Competition in Warsaw there are several other prestigious piano
competitions worldwide, among which are the International Tchaikovsky Competition in Moscow, the Long–Thibaud–Crespin
Competition in Paris, the Ferruccio Busoni International Piano Competition in Bolzano, the Van Cliburn International Piano
Competition in Fort Worth in Texas, the Queen Elizabeth Competition in Brussels, or the Arthur Rubinstein International Piano
Master Competition in Tel Aviv. Similarly to the Warsaw competition, all the other events are highly popular among the musicloving public.
The Van Cliburn Competition, for instance, is held every four years, since 2001 in the Bass Performance Hall, with enough seating
for over two thousand. The organizers ensure that all interested in the musical event, including those who cannot afford to buy the
tickets, are able to listen to the performing world-famous pianists. The competition is therefore complemented by open-air concerts
and recitals. The audience arriving in Fort Worth are not only US nationals, but also people from Europe and Asia. It is perhaps the
most significant classical music event in the US, its motto being an assertion that music crosses all barriers.

CONCLUSIONS
The issue of music utilised as a tool in the multi-faceted intercultural dialogue is rather complex. To consider it in the context of
music competitions only is an undoubtedly narrow approach towards understanding the complexity, however, it seems that such
events in themselves are thought-provoking in terms of their dynamics and, particularly, the growing public interest in them. We
therefore raise questions that relate to the sociology of music by viewing the music competition as a form of social institution or by
analysing the changing tastes of the public.
Classical music is an elitist form of art in all of its aspects. Its social resonance concerns a radically smaller number of recipients
than, for example, the resonance that the so-called popular music has. And yet, in this peculiar, though not entirely new, situation
the Chopin competition phenomenon deserves special attention. Although the aesthetic qualities of Chopin’s compositions were
shaped in the first half of the 19th century, the music remains remarkably close to the liking of today’s listeners, its universal
character keeping it valid. Among the most notable phenomena that accompany the Chopin competitions is a considerable interest
in Chopin’s lifework expressed by young recipients of his music and by the international public. In thus formed, varied audience, a
multicultural and intergeneration dialogue becomes a reality. It should be mentioned however that the media significantly contribute
to the popularization of high culture, including Chopin’s music, and, in this case, the competitions. Internet, television and radio
advertisements as well as on-line ticket sale must have multiplied the audiences eagerly arriving in the National Philharmonic Hall
in Warsaw.
The above-mentioned examples of piano competitions held in Poland and abroad indicate that the subject of intercultural dialogue
held in the musical sphere is a complex issue that certainly deserves further investigation. The competitions also confirm the fact
that musical art is a universal, though sadly unappreciated, medium for connecting people representing diverse cultural, linguistic
or religious backgrounds, people for whom the values present in Chopin’s music, for instance, mean a common ground on which
they can communicate. And considering the above-discussed growing numbers of foreign visitors to the competition venues, with
a reasonable degree of certainty, we might speak of a special form of the tourist industry here, one that has become a link in the
music-recipient-intercultural dialogue chain, and one that coincides with the ’Culture for Dialogue – Travel for Dialogue’ motto and,
likewise, the Life Beyond Tourism idea.
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Pécs – Age - Page
Pécs, a Page from Every Age
Zsolt Pava
City of Pécs, Hungary
In Hungary, with the exception of Budapest, the city of Pécs boasts with a single tourist site where almost every major historical
period has left its unique mark on the city’s history.
The site of the Late Roman times, the Early Christian Cemetery from the Antiquity has been designated as part of the UNESCO
World Heritage. The Middle Age city walls, the built in 1009 Episcopal Palace with the Cathedral, and the first University of
Hungary from 1367 represent exceptional historical monuments of the Middle Ages. The era of the Turkish Ages in the 16th century
was succeeded by the Ottoman occupation, which besides destruction, resulted in several magnificent buildings, including mosques
and baths. All these diversified the cityscape. The 19th century Golden Age of the modern era reflects through splendid civic housings,
public buildings and structures of the legacy of the Zsolnay Porcelain Factory. It was established in the 19th century and since then
has grown as a world famous manufactory.
The name of Pécs is closely associated with the concept of arts, and has given several world famous artists to the world: Marcell
Breuer was a master of the Bauhaus architectural school; Victor Vasarely was the creator of op-art art.
This exceptionally rich historical, religious and cultural background, as well as the constantly renewing multicultural diversity of
several civilizations in the meeting point of the East and Europe, provide the essence of present-day Pécs and make it a unique place
in the continent.

Picture 1: Pécs, Széchenyi Square

The built cultural heritage sites of Pécs specify architectural, historical, fine art related cultural and religious information. The
primary value of this cultural complex is that it provides coded information about historical eras. Highly conscious and varied
methods of heritage management, as well as creative sensitivity towards the new are closely coherent and mutually strengthening:
these are the main appeals of Pécs, both culturally and regarding tourism.
During the past decades the historical and religious monuments of Pécs obtained a stressed role in the urban developmental policies
and served as basis in the city’s growth. Following the stabilizing process of the city’s socio-economic status, tourism-related
expansion started in 2000. These developmental projects focused on the preservation of cultural heritage so as to utilise the existing
built environment by prioritising the physical, economic and cultural potentials of the heritage.
The results of these projects are the exhibition of the World Heritage Sites of Pécs as the remains of the Late Roman Early Christian
Cemetery of Pécs/Sopianae, the exhibition of the first University of Hungary, as well as the major improvements of 2010, the year
of the European Capital of Culture Programme: the Kodály Concert Centre, the Centre of Learning, the Zsolnay Cultural Quarter,
the Zsolnay Mausoleum, the Museum Street and the reconstruction and reformation of the public parks and public places.
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These complementary developments provide a starting point for upcoming projects, that determine the future direction regarding
present-day improvements, and enable a more efficient management of the city’s existing tourism potential.
Projects related to the Cultural Heritage of Pécs
The Late Roman, Early Christian Cemetery Complex of Pécs became a UNESCO World Heritage Site in 2000. In 2004 the
Municipality of Pécs with the co-sponsoring of the European Union was awarded 1.5 billion HUF non-reimbursable support for
the tender ’World Heritage of Pécs, Development of Tourism-Related Appeal’. The tender was aimed at improving already existing
exhibitions as well as expanding the range of monuments to be presented. The re-excavation and presenting of the Cella Septichora
– the largest known building of the Early Christian Cemetery – was in the focus. An important aspect of the tender was to provide a
coherent complex for presenting individual sites under the Dóm Square where the Cella Septichora Visitors’ Center was established.
A reinforced concrete protective building was constructed around the monuments. The excavation which required preliminary
archaeological fieldwork was carried out by the Janus Pannonius Archaeological Museum of Pécs, under the supervision of the Pécs/
Sopianae Heritage Management Public Benefit Company between April 2005 and November 2006. This excavation was the largest
scale ever conducted on the area of the Early Christian Cemetery.
2010 – European Capital of Culture Project
Kodály Concert Centre: the institution operates as a multifunctional concert hall and conference centre, providing the greatest
capacity in the south-Transdanubian region. It was named after Zoltán Kodály, a triple Kossuth-price awardee Hungarian composer,
musical scholar, a teacher and folk-music researcher. The entire complex is a collaboration of national engineers, designers and
contractors. The edifice houses the concert hall with a capacity of a thousand listeners, as well as two conference halls; each is able
to accommodate 300 participants. Furthermore it includes a ballet hall and rehearsal room for the Pannon Philharmonic Orchestra.
Regional Library and Centre for Learning: the South-Transdanubian Regional Library and Centre for Learning is in the cultural
centre in Pécs, in the Balokány district. The institute provides the region’s social, cultural and leisure time needs. The building
covers an area of 13.000 m2 in four storeys. It also houses the former municipal, regional libraries as well as archival collections
from three faculties of the University of Pécs.
Zsolnay Cultural Quarter: within the European Capital of Culture Programme it was the largest one both area-wise and financially:
it was established using 11 billion forints on 5.5 hectares with 40.000 m2 of built-in structures. The Zsolnay family, renowned
for their manufacture of porcelain lived and worked here in the 19-20th centuries. The pictorial parks and passages incorporate
15 protected buildings and are decorated by 88 public Zsolnay statues. Every square feet of the Quarter has remarkable cultural
attraction to enjoy, not mentioning fancy coffee shops, artisan shops and high quality restaurants.
The Quarter houses exhibitions displaying the unique legacy of the Zsolnay family. The collection of a private art collector Dr.
László Gyugyi is valued more than two billion forints and includes more than 600 pieces of pottery. The exhibition carries the name
’Zsolnay Golden Age’. The earliest Zsolnay products are displayed in the ’Pink Exhibition’, which currently holds 1200 pieces.
These two were augmented by the ’History of the Family and Factory Exhibition’. The ’Scenic Manufacture’ offers visitors an
insight into modern pottery.

Picture 2: Zsolnay Cultural Quarter
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On the nearby hill, the Zsolnay Mausoleum awaits its visitors in its original glory, where 42 lions guard the top secret of the worldrenowned eosin technique.
Alongside the preservation of the past, emphasis is placed on contemporary art in the Pécs Gallery M21 and the popular E78 concert
hall, where the audience can listen to modern music and watch theatrical performances. Visitors can choose from handmade products
in the ’Alley of Artisans’. The Quarter offers a wide variety of curio for children: open-air playgrounds, the Lab – Interactive
Magacity, the Planetarium, the Magical Hour (spectacular physics experiments), ’Bóbita’ Puppets’ Theatre, Pottery Painting and
Heracles’ Workshop await youngsters.
Káptalan Street is located in the northern part of the historical downtown. Its earlier name was known as Obere Capitul gasse. The
name refers to the priests used to live there as the members of the bishop’s counsellor plenum. Nowadays the street is called the
Museum Street and most of the contemporary houses are now used as museums.
The Vásárhelyi family also lived in this street and also Győző Vásárhelyi was born here, later known as Victor Vasarely, the most
prominent representative of op-art movement.

Picture 3: Victor Vasarely - Vega

The Modern Hungarian Gallery’s International Collection houses the collection of Victor Vasarely, Amerigo Tot, Zlatko Prica, Endre
Nemes, Pierre Székely, Béla Bán artworks.
Complementary urban cultural developments provide a starting point for the upcoming projects that determine the future direction
of present day improvements, also enable more efficient management of the city’s existing tourism potentials.
The ’Valuable Pécs’ project of 2012 to 2015 focused on attracting audience to historical values. In its framework, the Cella Septichora
Visitors’ Centre including Sopianae’s Early Christian Cemetery was renewed, the Medieval University presenting the history of Pécs
throughout the Middle Ages was inaugurated as well as several buildings belonging to religious groups present in Pécs – Jewish,
Orthodox and Calvinist communities – were renovated. The project insured a new, modern exhibition concept more structured than
its predecessors, which had numerous innovative components, including multimedia applications, 3D animations, theme-based
images and models, all in the service of providing a more efficient and up-to-date guide to visitors.

Picture 4: Reconstruction of Peter and Paul Burial Chamber
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The primer priority tourism project of the Bishopric of Pécs ended in 2015, it was also the start of the ecclesiastical tourism service
which came into existence during European Union contests.
Using 1.5 billion HUF co-sponsoring European Union contest support the Episcopate’s run-down buildings were restored; also
unused sections would be reactivated in practice with new functions and new content. This applies also to the sacred-liturgical
building as the Cathedral of Pécs, the Mosque of Pasha Gazi Kasim, the Episcopal Granary or the Canonical Palace, known as the
former Martyn house. The investments, related to the seven downtown locations, enabled not just the restoration of the buildings,
but also the transformation of the buildings to exhibition rooms, the restorations of the art treasures of the Bishopric of Pécs, and
also the installation of the reconditioned room with furniture and art objects. All these investments were accomplished with a results:
more than a thousand year history, culture, religion were completely coordinated and came across with the tourism pretension of
the 21th century.
Learning Communities
The museum education – heritage pedagogy has an exceptional function in building local community, in the preservation of local
traditions, and in the reinforcement of local identity. In the course of the programmes we involve the local community as active
player and give vent to them to deploy their capability. We set out and implement programmes that correspond to the pretension of
’modern children’ and family.
The primary scope of the Heritage Pedagogy Programme was to interpret the city’s unique architectural and intellectual heritage
in an authentic and exciting way for both locals and tourists visiting Pécs. The various cultural programmes including festivals,
concerts or even heritage education seminars, prove to be refreshing forms of recreation. The town’s sites provide an unparalleled
opportunity for learning outside the school’s walls. The atmosphere of historical monuments renders history classes extraordinary,
while exhibitions of various themes offer an inspiring environment for the tuition of arts.
The interest of children and adults is important and their various needs should be met, whilst the values of cultural heritage is passed
on to them. The project includes heritage workshops, discovery games, child-animator courses, history-themed camps and thematic
historical walks. We put emphasis on the interconnection of cultural heritage and cultural innovation, because the variegation of
artistic sequence, the opening to alternative artistic directions give opportunity to apostrophize and bring over the youngsters, to
raise the interest in culture and art, so we can contribute thereto this generation become culture consumer.
One of the most important intention of Pécs is that cultural heritage locations, museums become a ’place of succour’ that advocates
the qualitative learning of the education and where is an opportunity at the exhibitions and the programmes to the reconsideration
of questions such as urban identity and social and cultural affiliation.
At the same time it is important that the exhibition spaces of the 21th century are not just public places of one country, county or
city, but also the public places of the European Union.
The events, exhibitions, programmes of the last years were realized not just in local level, but in a European Union level, also,
continental level and attached to the communication between cultures. Our remarkable international events are connected to the
year of the European Capital of Culture.
During the PánBalkán Art Piknik festival the programmes were built on the meeting-point of street-art, fine arts and music. Apart
from local artists, decisively artists from the South Slavic states attended in the project.
During the programme of the ’Japanese day’ we could meet world heritage of eastern cultures. With the cities of Uji and Otsu, Kyoto
is part of the UNESCO World Heritage. The relationship between Uji, Japan and Pécs is getting stronger and because of that we have
an opportunity to know an outlying culture.
During the programme of ’Three Countries, Three Cities’, cities of European Capitals of Culture 2010 (Perm, Duisburg and Pécs)
introduced themselves with innovative and creative artistic projects.
The ’Europa Cantat’ Festival was held in Pécs in 2015 as one of the most popular international choir festivals. There were 3000
vocalist participants from all over the world.
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Picture 5: EUROPA CANTAT - PÉCS - 2015

SUMMARY
Time did not stop in 2015. The history of Pécs continues onwards, new challenges arise, providing new objectives and challenges for
our city. The cultural and tourism-related sectors require growing competence: scientific founding and severe financial requirements
call for a unified approach from heritage management, public learning and tourism in development. The future of the cultural
heritage of Pécs could be ensured with the collaboration between the concerned owners of city region, the Episcopate of Pécs, the
inhabitants of the city, art groups, civilian communities and minority groups. Further developments are necessary, which should
be aimed at improving content as well as infrastructural and tourism-related projects, which should not only result in a growing
tendency in visitor numbers but further the long-term sustainability of the above-discussed sites.
In order to facilitate the industrial and income-motivated respects of tourism a global intention needs to be made with regard to
increase local tourism-related revenue. We need to elaborate a system for locals: how to benefit from the industrial size tourism and
turn it to a local size, human-related tourism. We should encourage exchanges of experiences and best practices of how to help local
entrepreneurs and local businesses to share in the tourism related profit. How to avoid large hotel booking, car rental, programme
organising sites in international headquarters, and hold the tourism-related profit locally?
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Creative Tourism And Audio-Visual Perspective On Trans-Disciplinary
Antonio Polainas
Social Communication School, Portugal
Luis Pinto
CITAD Lusiada University, UBI University, Portugal
Artur Modliński
Łódź University, Poland
Abstract
In recent decades, the company has developed new requirements forcing a look for answers to matters arising. There had to be a
change in the structure of the activities of our society. Therefore, the limits were expanded, and different solutions found. They
have developed concepts that impelled new attitudes as “ out of the box ‘and interdisciplinary. Currently, this demand is not over
and yesterday’s concepts are not the concepts used today. For example, use of inter-disciplinary was changed to trans-disciplinary.
It is in the context of the trans-disciplinary and relentless pursuit of new answers that the contemporary world leads us. Therefore,
it is important to be creative and combine two areas of Tourism and audio-visual to seek an appropriate reference model for tourist
development projects and events.
TOURISM AND NEW CONSUMER
Tourism was also one of the areas that have developed new variants in the search to find satisfactory solutions to changes in
contemporary society. Therefore, currently the paradigm of tourism has changed. The history of tourism has developed a direct
relationship with commercial or religious purposes in parallel with social factors. In the 18th and 19th centuries, the ‘tourism’ was
the Grand Tour, the formation of the gentlemen, who also was based on positioning and social acceptance as the admission in liberal
circles.
In the 20th century, begins the rise of the bourgeoisie and the expansion of transport such as plane and the liner. With the emergence
of a class with resources appeared the first tour packages (Thomas Cook). With the subsequent rise of the masses and capitalism
developed from the years 50 and 70 mass tourism.
The mass tourism conferred a particular status to the tourist because it was proved that “someone” who could do “vacation” for
having money.
The great image of holiday shifts the point of interest. Holidays have become routine but clearing the site of vacation becomes
the hallmark. With globalization and the need to differentiate the tourism and personal experiences become the reference of the
distinction so currently the tourism concept has changed and must be perceived as a set and corporate business activities of a direct
or indirect way developing leisure activities for people outside your area.
The foreground of technology, creativity, innovation and above all communication, are the new strategic paradigms for the
development of enterprises and economies, which tourism cannot ignore. Creativity is being even, the engine of growth in the
knowledge economy1.
The news directly linked to social and economic changes also approach changes the paradigm of tourism and its way of approach to
producing something new, alive with history. It also modified the characteristics of the traditional consumer-type. The phenomenon
of globalization has enabled consumers to have access to images from around the world, to reality in other companies which
increased her desire to learn more about the cultural and particular aspects of different societies. In this case, therefore, there is a
boost of tourism principles such as the curiosity and the need to discover and learn2.
It creates a new perspective on the supply and demand relationship amending and transforms the conventional tourist in “new
tourist”. The need for discovery search and curiosity is one of the factors that has encouraged tourism. As a result, there has been the
development of new strategies that can be a centre of attraction and novelty.
1
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Advantage should be taken to seek to offer new products, these synergies demand and supply power up consumption and therefore
in the economy as well. The creativity shall, therefore, be a valuable resource that needs to be boosted and developed3. For these
reasons and despite the various tourism exploration concepts, there has always been pursuing of the same goals. They include the
urge of seeking for the most attractive and creative sector, one of the aspects that are growing is the so-called Creative Tourism.
Creative tourism is also a new way of doing tourism that combines the best set of premises such as creativity, the exploitation of
cultural references of each region and the new consumer features, all referenced above.
AUDIO-VISUAL MAN RELATIONSHIP
Fitness and taste of digital new man were not new aspects of man. These aspects had also not arisen spontaneously. Over the past
decades, we have developed a slow but regular consumer the construction of new technologies.
Charles Baudelaire in his La Painter, one of the Modern styles considered the characteristics of urban and modern individual match.
The flâneur that was witnessed at the end of the 21st century.
The contemporary flâneur will, therefore, be the direct descendant of the old nineteenth-century flaneur. As the new century was
ushered, she wandered on the Parisian arteries. She was also fascinated by the movement of people and to the great magazines,
which included none-stop visual stimuli. The same impulses that led the flâneurs to go the arcades made her waggle while walking.
Currently, she leads consumers to large surfaces and the tourists to the exhibitions as well as guiding viewers to the museums and the
cinema. Thus, the current consumer type, such as the flaneur also browse the anonymous crowd the streets of the shopping centres.
The characteristics, desires, and ambitions are identical. In simple, with the perfusion images surrounding it selects and picks up
small flashes of images, recording and erasing images without stopping in his subconscious memory. The segments formed cuts
and sequences, portions of stories, fragments of life sensations and the fundamental units of visual significance. The small inserts
of a film are to be organized in a timeline that will form stories and imaginary universes that will help create your image world as a
composition or juxtaposition of scenes. Also, through a similar process, a movie can be edited to create a multimedia piece.
This composition of ‘ visual ‘ features has various solutions and meanings but aims to create an ever so real image that exceeds the
reality. It can also be known as the hyper-reality.
The new consumer ‘audio-visual experience” absorbs the stimuli taken from a route, mall, or work of architecture as if it were a
movie. The richness of fragmentation becomes a pleasure. The flow and move out from the crowd become your natural state and
home. Instead of a community united by close relations with people, as was characterized a traditional society, the subjectivity
of contemporary flâneur is determined by an interaction with a group. It does not matter how close their friendship is. It includes
answers to the social changes of modern times, the broke and close relations between communities, streets and neighbours. It is part
of the middle of the anonymous crowd that is seen as a means of survival in the new forms of society.
The development of new technologies, such as virtual, maintains the illusion, feeding our flâneur of the new world. In this case,
avenues and streets transform into being virtual paths and motorways formations. Image fragments, which one by one were decoded
desirously looking up a story, are now replaced by directories and files exposed new information. The sensations are intense, and are
always a surprise. Spaces left are not static, the paths are sinuous and sources of new sensations.
These references are global and have been exploited by audio-visual that a direct relationship with television has created one of
communication systems and influences most complete history of man.
Globalization has expanded the importance of image in such a way that today we live with old pictures.

3
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CONTEMPORARY FACTORS
As a matter of fact, the company has evolved into a more creative and modern society, an element that gives image to the society. In
the portrayal of the image of corporation and consumption, communication is of great importance for its balance and maintenance.
The visual art of communication par excellence can use their fundamental techniques to enhance and develop any area in general.
In this particular case, tourism is the area of interest.
The context discussed is of great importance, and the primary objective is to attract, at all costs the highest number of tourists.
Therefore, it has the origin to promote the desire to travel at the expense of creating images and dreams of universes that try to
convince as apparently as possible4.
In this case, the audio-visual techniques can and should be a primary work properly adopted that enhance the entrepreneurship
strategies in any area of communication so that they can be used.
The most significant change is the attitude of the potential customer. The needs of the consumer must be met and the development
of the product that can compete internationally. The business idea finally translates to a profitable deal where the creative acts create
economic value solutions.
It can be concluded that the frontiers between the Tourism and the Audiovisual longer rigid and boundaries increasingly expand and
intersect and mingle. Generate up common areas with concepts that share and explore as seen in the examples shown. But these
concepts are concepts that define contemporaneity. There is a kind of globalization principles that cut across the whole of society
and with which modern man is identified, these principles or concepts are interdisciplinary links between the various contemporary
activities and the success basis of the market, as they represent the tastes and appetites of the new consumer:
Atmosphere
It is increasingly important to the ambiance of a place. A qualified space must translate and communicate an intention, be treated
with light materials and producing sensations that enhance the senses, taste the experience and where necessary consumer desire.
Consumption
You want to eat, and you want to be eagerly “led” by marketing to the consumer. The new consumer never seems to be satisfied
or satisfied. Expresses its power in a gradual requirement, will want to “here” and “now”, “what you want” and “when you want.”
Consumption has become part of our daily lives. Whether and like to consume.
Speed
Everything is speed nowadays and wanting to have it all without waiting. Live to run. Like up to watch television three, four, five or
six series simultaneously. Consume up the images, in the same way, to consume the holidays, the food and even life itself, all very
fast and without stopping.
Interactivity
The current television entertainment programs ask what you want and how you want. Play up the games on the net with half the
world interacting with us. Architecture is interactive, dynamic and changeable. Command to the computer each time with less
physical effort. Today it is key, tomorrow will be enough talk. Today has been a television command to choose channels, but
tomorrow will be a pre-computer programmed to choose the ideal program according to our state of mind at the time.
Hybrid
A space can be a shoe today, but tomorrow it could be a bank counter. The success of a space has to do directly with their ability to
adapt to the future, according to the market. The success of a space or a professional success of a person is often conditioned to his
‘attitude’ ‘adaptation’ to ‘new’ realities and or changes. Novels change according to the market. The Fashion is increasingly hybrid,
and even people of the features seem to change according to the “trend”.
Entertaining
Everything is a spectacle. Everything has to be a sight to be excited. The architecture has to make us wonder, the program to be a
good show, we have to wonder if love it that surprises us and excites us, is a vacation, a program or a visit to a museum.
Audiovisual language
4
Costa, P., Seixas, J. & Oliveira, A. R., The Cities creative urban creativity: space, creativity, and governance in the contemporary city. Proceedings of the
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Consumption has to manipulate through the audiovisual language to be more efficient. These live audiovisual and everything
associated with it, that is, almost everything around us. All areas who want to flourish, sell and succeed has to master this language
and its manipulation. If we are in a society, then the image of our language is the audiovisual language.

CONCLUSIONS
1. With the social and economic transformations, the traditional tourism concept has changed currently presenting the consumer
with new and diverse forms of attraction.
The creation of an event can be, directly or indirectly, one tourist attraction point for the new user who is eager for new experiences.
Therefore, tourist can develop a zone only for operating times or spaces provided they are attractive enough to the new tourist.
2. The new tourist is no longer a mere consumer but also a producer or co-producer of its activities, with the need for the production
activities and experiences related to self-realization and self-expression. It is through such an avenue that becomes co-creator and
develops your skills5.
So tourism is conceived not only as an activity for tourists but also a relationship between people6.
In this context, communication becomes an essential factor in the success of tourism and consequently the audio-visual language as
a communication structure par excellence, will be the tool that can support and ensure the greatest hits.
It should also be considered that the exploitation of the audio-visual is not the mere use of equipment or audio-visual resources,
but the operation of audio-visual as the generative philosophy of the event itself. An audio-visual product boosted and taken to the
smallest detail to which must be added the features of the emotions and senses.
As the preparation of a TV program, the successful development of a tourist operation event should respond to some assumptions.
The definition of concrete objectives, the need to format a product according to a pre-set target audience and to have a good story
is the first step of the project.
The visual logic includes working towards the objectives and knowing: What you want, Why you want it, where and when you are
going to get it.
The final product should reflect all the concepts that underpin the contemporary man. It should have a good story to captivate the
viewer, and it must be approached in a certain way that satisfies the curiosity of the listener. Allowing an exchange of emotions and
senses should be interactive. Finally, it should be well produced to create the admiration as well as being dynamic in consideration
of the time factor.
Other factors such as temperature, emotion or smell should be explored together with the lighting, sound and image so that the
experience of this event is itself an interactive spectacle of emotions and pleasure.
3. Taking this event as an item of audio-visual communication becomes possible to measure the degree of efficiency. Therefore, it
becomes successful through a matrix composed of a set of parameters which we call the related factors. For example, presentation of
the basis for a proposal for tourist exploitation to a location on the coast of the Portuguese coast aims at creating a pole of attraction
for tourists.
The target wildlife is the dinosaurs that are found on the site and the traces of their passage.
The proposal is based on the route or set of routes machined according to a story that the visitor sees in a movie, and that convey an
atmosphere of action, a constant and show. However, this environment creates a limitation by transmitting emotions and sensations
to visitors.

SUMMARY
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In summary, the main objectives are:
• Explore the future theme linked to the region as proposed theme basis.
• Create interactive and contrived performances of space so that we can have mechanized and robotic scenarios with room and
audience also mechanized and cenogramfed.
• Creation of an interactive show with a sense of magic that involves the spectator and supplies it with emotions and sensations.
• Creation of an outdoor space (but covered) contiguous to the room of performances, based on a centre of commerce and leisure.
• Generate a theme and interactive journey with a story that develops along that path and that forwards the visitor to the various
commercial spaces.
The economic study should be built on the positive impact on tourism development in the region. Partnerships will be a key strategy
for this project. It is the development of a trans-disciplinary project, which involves the issues of the local society, economy, culture
and technology.
In a straightforward action, the following areas of the region will be involved: theatre groups and schools of actors as well as a set
of producers, technicians, set designers and writers for shows. Besides, there will be the Groups of seniors to support entries, visit,
forwarding and other aids. The Construction companies and ephemeral, local businesses, artisans, circus arts and development of
thematic training areas will also be considered.
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Culture And Tourism. New Chances For The Development Of The Post-Industrial City Of
Lodz, Poland
Łukasz M. Sadowski
Academy of Fine Arts in Lodz, Poland
Abstract
Lodz – the city of the textile industry, commerce and business – was one of the fastest developing towns in Europe at the turn of the
20th century.
The industry collapsed after 1989. Lodz had one of the highest unemployment rates in Poland and its nineteenth-century architecture
was in the process of devastation. Nowadays, new town revitalization programs have started. The city is undergoing transformation:
from an industrial town to a town of science and art.
Tourism will also be of great importance to the future of Lodz. The city has started a program linked to its multicultural past. The
aim is to remind people about the city’s heritage, present the local culture and attract tourists from foreign countries.
Lodz is the finest and most interesting example of such cities in Poland. It is facing different problems due to its population (almost
1 million inhabitants in the urban agglomeration).
Keywords: Lodz, post-industrial town, tourism, revitalization, dialogue of cultures
This short study is an attempt to describe phenomena that have been taking place in the Polish city of Lodz for about two decades.
We try to present transformations of a manufacturing town which, after its industry collapsed, had to redefine its role with regard to
other Polish urban settlements. The sources that we have used for the purpose of writing the study include information and analyses
conducted by specialists in, among others, the history of architecture, revitalization, urban planning and tourism. Changes are taking
place in Lodz now and they have not been described yet, so, apart from books and articles, we have also used information found on
the Internet in our work. It especially pertains to construction projects that are still being completed, co-created by the City of Lodz
Office.
Lodz is one of the youngest cities in Poland. It was mentioned for the first time in the 14th century as a small village owned by
Kuyavian bishops and it received municipal rights in 1423. A small complex with a central square (market) was built at that time.
Despite receiving municipal rights, the town remained a small provincial settlement with wooden buildings and a wooden parish
church.1 At the turn of the 19th century, Lodz experienced some growth thanks to German settlers who created new settlements
around the town. The abundance of water: rivers, ponds, streams and all kinds of watercourses made the government of the Kingdom
of Poland decide about the industrial development of Lodz in the early 1820s. Water was indispensible for the textile industry which
triggered the development of the city. In the 19th century, Lodz became one of the fastest developing industrial towns in Europe. The
originally small textile manufactories were being replaced by modern factories since the start of the second half of the nineteenth
century. The population was growing: in 1830 Lodz had 4,000 inhabitants, in 1860 – 40,000; in 1900 – 300,000; in 1914 – 500,000.2
As the population grew, its ethnic structure changed – apart from Poles and German settlers, the number of Jewish people increased
dramatically. As a part of the Kingdom of Poland belonging to the Russian Empire, Lodz also had some Russian inhabitants (mainly
administrative officers and military officials). Apart from industry, the town was also a place for business activity and commerce.
Lodz also changed architectonically. A few kilometers of a new axis – Piotrkowska Street – were built southward of the small town
centered around its market. It is a main street scheme that is unique for Poland but popular in the New World (especially in the USA),
with regular cross streets. Like in the USA, streets parallel and perpendicular to the main street were also built in Lodz: Północna,
Południowa, Zachodnia and Wschodnia. Wooden constructions were being replaced by brick buildings, one- or two-storey tall at
first. In the second half of the 19th century, the central part of the town was already filled with tenement houses that were a few storeys
high. Factory owners were also having their residences built – both villas and impressively large palace-like buildings. Historicism
and eclecticism were the dominant styles, while some Art Nouveau buildings appeared at the beginning of the 20th century. Factory
complexes are typical examples of Lodz buildings from that time. They are often enclaves – “towns within the town” – with their
own supply base, sidings, districts of workers’ houses, administrative buildings, fire brigades or factory hospitals. Factories were
built with brick and their form most often referred to Gothic (Gothic Revival).
The multicultural character of the town was its characteristic feature at that time. The town panorama included the towers of Catholic
and Protestant churches, as well as the domes of Orthodox churches and synagogues. Lodz was a place where different nationalities
really fused together and the largest manufacturer of textile products in the Russian Empire.
1
2
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The first crisis came after WW1 when Poland regained its independence and Lodz was cut off from its largest target markets due
to the emergence of Soviet Russia. However, the real catastrophe came with WW2. Jewish people were closed in a ghetto and
exterminated, while Germans were forced to leave the town after Germany was defeated in 1945. Lodz was no longer a multicultural
town, but became a mono-ethnic city inhabited by Poles. The city’s social structure also changed. It had mainly been a town of
factory owners and capitalists on the one hand, and workers and laborers on the other hand. There were very few representatives of
the intelligentsia, artistic community, intellectual class. After the destruction of Warsaw (1944), the intelligentsia from the capital
came to Lodz and the city was, in fact, the capital of Poland for a short time right after the war.
The fact that the architecture of Lodz suffered almost no damage during WW2, except for a destroyed part of the ghetto, is exceptional
(compared to other Polish cities). Almost all infrastructure remained intact, which is conducive to an influx of new people. New
communist authorities decided to transform the “town of factories” into a scientific and cultural centre. New universities were
established in Lodz in 1945: the University of Lodz, the Technical University of Lodz (now called Lodz University of Technology),
the State Music Conservatory (now: The Grażyna and Kiejstut Bacewicz Academy of Music in Lodz) and the Lodz State Art School
(now: Strzeminski Academy of Fine Arts) which soon gave birth to the famous Lodz Film School. At that time, Lodz intelligentsia
and cultural institutions (theatres, the philharmonic hall) were developing. At the same time, textile factories were still working in
accordance with “socialist economy”, manufacturing products mainly to meet the demand of the Russian Soviet Federalist Socialist
Republic. The fact that the city had not been destroyed during WW2 paradoxically turned against its infrastructure. While other
Polish cities were being rebuilt, no investments were made in Lodz. Additionally, the “new” city was not seen as monumental. For
decades following the year 1945, the architecture of the second half of the 19th century and of the early 20th century was being used,
but often seen as something worthless. During forty-five years of the Polish People’s Republic, Lodz authorities made administrative
decisions that led to the concentration of people in the city’s tenement houses. Numerous demolitions were carried out in order to
“modernize” the city. At the same time, just like in other agglomerations of other Eastern Bloc states, Lodz was being surrounded by
districts of blocks of flats made of prefabricated materials, located further and further away from the central area.3 Lodz itself was
seen by Polish citizens as a grey, factory-based, dirty city devoid of monumental buildings.
The 1990s became another turning point for Lodz. That was the end of communism in Poland – the Soviet Union collapsed, which
resulted in the fall of Lodz industry. Old factories became a thing of the past and thousands of people lost their jobs. Lodz had one
of the highest unemployment rates in Poland. The city’s population of almost 800,000 people (in the 1980s) decreased by 63,000
inhabitants between 1990 and 2003.4 Lodz had had the second largest population in Poland (after Warsaw), but then lost its position
with the third largest number of inhabitants (after Warsaw and Cracow). Unemployment and poverty led to increased degradation
of the urban substance. Abandoned factories were pulled down or deteriorated and their ruins scared people off in the city centre.
Tenement houses deteriorated in a similar way (due to a lack of ownership regulations in Poland after the fall of communism). The
last decade of the 20th century can be regarded as a period of the development of aggressive capitalism and a gradual fall of the city.
However, at the same time, people’s awareness of the worth of cultural and architectural heritage increased. It was in Lodz where
the first Polish scientific conference on the art of the second half of the 19th century was organized in 1971, thanks to the efforts of
the art historian Antoni Szram, PhD, among others. It was accompanied by the exhibition “Monumental architecture and industrial
buildings of Lodz.” Two years later, session materials in which Szram presented a conservation program for Lodz were published.5
On his initiative, two museums were created in the former factory owner palaces: the Museum of the City of Lodz (1975) and the
Film Museum (1986). Thanks to such initiatives and despite the ongoing devastation of old city buildings, people more and more
often recognized their value as part of the cultural heritage.
Another example of consistent use of former factory owners’ residences was the establishment of a museum in the former Herbst
palace (villa). After 1945 it housed a kindergarten and a Christmas baubles factory, which led to considerable degradation of the
building. Works undertaken already in the 1980s led to the renovation of interiors and establishment of a museum in the palace,
presenting everyday life of Lodz rich factory owners and their typical residential interiors at the turn of the 20th century. After the
museum was set up, it was quickly awarded the Europa Nostra Award in 1990.
In the 1990s, despite serious economic problems and a serious structural change, the first attempts to make the city more “attractive”
were made. The first one was to remove motorized traffic from Piotrkowska – the main street of Lodz – and make it a pedestrian
mall. A considerable section (about a half of the street) of the former most important communication route was closed for cars. The
whole car traffic was transferred to parallel streets. At the moment, Piotrkowska Street mainly serves as a gastronomic “supply base”
and, above all, constitutes the city’s nightlife centre concentrated around bars, pubs, discos and restaurants.
Investments connected with transforming the main city street (e.g. the renovation of its tenement houses) were in contrast to the
progressing degradation of other buildings located outside the central axis of the city. One of the concepts that were to counteract this
process was a set of projects aimed at revitalizing former factory complexes and transforming them into shopping centers, offices,
loft apartments, etc. While analyses were being carried out, post-industrial areas were divided into “concentrated” ones located
3
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inside the orbital railway line and “enclaves”– dispersed and situated outside of it.6
The first serious investment in post-industrial areas started in 2002. The former factory complex built since 1872 by one of the greatest
cotton tycoons, Israel Poznanski, was transformed into an enormous retail and service centre “Manufaktura”. The modernized area
comprises 27 hectares. The former factory buildings have been used to a large extent, housing the service zone, a hotel with a
conference center, shops, restaurants and a multiplex cinema. “Manufaktura” is not limited to services and commerce. The former
factory buildings have also been transformed to serve cultural purposes. There are the Museum of the Factory and a new branch of
Muzeum Sztuki (ms2 – the Museum of Art). The centre was opened in 2006, largely contributing to the economic and tourist revival
in Lodz.7
Another important investment is the project of reconstruction and revitalization called “Nowe Centrum Łodzi” (“the New Centre
of Lodz”). It is connected with transforming the surroundings of the former Lodz main train station (“Łódź Fabryczna”). The City
of Lodz Office informs on its website: “The rebuilding process is going to take place within a very large quarter of the city center,
delineated by the following streets: Narutowicza, Piotrkowska, Tuwima and Kopcińskiego. Upon Lodz City Council resolution No.
XLV/840/12 of 4 July 2012, the area of over 100 ha was divided into three zones:
Zone 1 (40 ha) combining cultural, commercial and housing functions;
Zone 2 (30 ha) combining commercial functions with revitalization programs aimed at maintaining historical city buildings;
Zone 3 (30 ha) is an area of dense historical buildings from the turn of the 20th century, in the form of urban quarters requiring
intensive revitalization and supplementation.
Some of the first structures of the New Center of Lodz, apart from the new Łódź Fabryczna train station, are going to be revitalized
buildings of the former EC-1 heat and power plant. The New Centre is to be a safe, inhabitant-friendly place without car traffic,
providing highly aesthetic and high quality architecture. Everything will be subjected to freedom of movement. Between the train
station and the EC1, and between the Kobro Market and the City Gate, people will be able to move freely without encountering
architectural barriers in the form of busy streets. The network of public spaces: roads, pedestrian routes, and especially squares
(the Kobro Market and the square in front of the station) has been clearly delineated. Everything has been planned to make the
New Centre buzz with life 24/7.”8 The creation of the New Centre of Lodz will also improve railway transport and is going to
have a positive effect on Lodz connections with other cities. The former train station which already does not exist was a terminus
station where all trains ended their run. The present project (already in an advanced stage of development) aims at building a new
underground station with a cross-town tunnel. Thanks to this, Lodz is going to stop being the “terminus station” and will become one
of the most important railway transport hubs. Anyway, the city’s location in the centre of Poland makes it suitable for this purpose.
At the moment (2016), after a junction of the two most important Polish motorways – North-South (A1) and West-East (A2) was
built near the city, Lodz has become the most important road node in Poland.
Various initiatives to revive the city were undertaken at the turn of the 21st century. In 1997, Lodz Special Economic Zone was
established on the premises of a former Scheibler’s textile mill. It is one of 14 economic zones set up on the territory of Poland. It is
aimed at attracting capital, starting new businesses and, consequently, creating new jobs. The existing post-industrial monumental
infrastructure was also used and revitalized here.9 Old spinning mill buildings located nearby, also on the premises of the former
Scheibler’s factory, were transformed into high-standard loft apartments in 2012. It contributed to the revival of the whole district –
new service outlets, restaurants and bars were opened while people were coming to live in the new flats. At the moment, revitalization
of the workers’ housing district located on the other side of the street, in front of the loft apartments, is being carried out. The whole
area called Ksiezy Mlyn is an example of a revitalization process that has been going on for over 25 years, starting with the nearby
residence – the Herbst’s villa (renovation and establishment of a museum in 1990) and continuing with other abovementioned
initiatives. Incidentally, it is worth mentioning that the first building connected with the Scheibler family that was chosen to serve a
cultural function (already in 1986) was the nearby Scheibler’s Palace which now houses the Film Museum.
Another initiative of the City of Lodz Office is the “Mia100 kamienic”. It is a play on words in Polish, as the name of the project
can both be read as “the city of tenement houses” and “the city of a hundred tenement houses”. It is a program which consists in
renovating dilapidated tenement houses that are a hundred years old and removing social housing flats outside the city centre zone.
The initiative includes complex renovations, changes of the functional design of flats, flat modernization, new courtyard surfaces
and more greenery. All of this is to create a new “friendly” center ultimately inhabited by the middle class. Owing to the initiative,
social relations from the period before nationalization and enforced settlement in city centre flats are going to be restored in a way.
Around 200 buildings were renovated already in the first two years after the program was launched (in September 2013).
The program has its website on one of social networking portals where information on the current and completed renovations, as
6
7
8
9

Kaczmarek S. (2006:73)
https://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Manufaktura_(%C5%81%C3%B3d%C5%BA) (06.02.2016)
http://uml.lodz.pl/miasto/rewitalizacja_i_zabytki_/nowe_centrum_lodzi_rewitalizacja_ec1 (06.02.2016)
http://sse.lodz.pl/ (06.02.2016)
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well as the possibilities of getting funds to restore privately owned buildings is published and updated.10
Another initiative that aims to encourage people to live and spend their time in the city center is presented on a similar website.
The Dutch word “woonerf” is often translated as a “living street” that is transformed into a restricted traffic zone, designed mostly
for pedestrians, with a lot of greenery and small architecture, etc. Within a few years, the following streets: 6 sierpnia, Traugutta
and Piramowicza (all in the city center) were transformed into “woonerfs”. That contributed to the revival of the streets where
new infrastructure (mostly gastronomic) has been built. Creating “woonerfs” allows such infrastructure to emerge on city streets
– not only in shopping malls or (as it had been until recently) only on the main city street – Piotrkowska. At the moment, two
new “woonerfs” are being planned. They are also going to be created in the central part of the city, but outside the “Śródmieście”
(Downtown) district, to revive quarters that are located a little further away from the centre (Zacisze and Pogonowskiego streets). It
is worth mentioning that the choice of a “woonerf” location is decided as part of the so-called “participatory budgeting”.11
All these initiatives aim to improve the living conditions of Lodz inhabitants but are also connected with tourist promotion of the
city. What is special about Lodz – a “new” city – is that the oldest preserved architectural buildings are from the beginning of the
19th century.12 Because of that, it is hard to refer to any historic traditions based on a few centuries of city development (as in Cracow,
Warsaw, Gdansk, Poznan or Wroclaw). That is why a decision has been made to emphasize the role of architecture, historicism,
eclecticism and Art Nouveau, and to underline the unique character of preserving so many buildings that virtually comprise a whole
industrial city of the 19th and 20th century. This is connected with establishing special architectural routes (e.g. the “Art Nouveau
Route”) and showing round tourists from outside Lodz. It is also worth mentioning that 23 “industrial heritage” buildings (palaces,
factory owners’ villas, factory complexes, workers’ houses) have been used for “tourist” purposes. These are mainly galleries,
museums, hotels, pubs and restaurants (as for the year 2012).13
It was really important to refer to the tradition of cultural heritage of Lodz to revive tourism – Lodz as the “melting pot” of cultures
and a city which used to be one of the centers for the new Polish artistic avant-garde. The authors of a study on the cultural
strategy of Lodz published in 2006 wrote: “Lodz has well-preserved multicultural history which has been recorded in the city space.
Lodz avant-garde is one of the elements of the traditional image of Lodz. The construction of the product is based on two solid
foundations – the cultural melting pot (an effect of blending religions, nations and attitudes) and a place where diversified trends of
the Avant-garde art were created. The colorful history of communities that created Lodz should be an important element of the city’s
promotion. Special attention ought to be paid to building strong territorial identity of Lodz citizens.”14 These tendencies are reflected
in the multidisciplinary Dialogue of Four Cultures Festival created in 2002. The event (called the Lodz of Four Cultures Festival
since 2010) refers to the influence which four cultures: German, Jewish, Polish and Russian have had on the history of Lodz.15 The
Festival is organized by the Marek Edelman Dialogue Center in Lodz. It is an institution which deals with cultivating multicultural
and multi-ethnic heritage of Lodz, taking into account the influence of history on the present times. The Dialogue Centre especially
emphasizes the Jewish heritage of Lodz and Polish-Jewish relations. The mission of the Center is to undertake activities that are
open to the future, both among the local and national, as well as international audiences. The Center’s activities are concentrated
on education, publications and organization of artistic and commemorating events. The Center also carries out its activities through
cooperation with Polish and international organizations.16
The programs described in this study and the activity of institutions that have been created in recent years are just part of activities
and initiatives that are changing the city, transforming it into a more friendly place for its inhabitants and tourists. Owing to the
limited size of this text, we have focused on presenting the most important initiatives (in our opinion), without attempting to describe
other numerous festivals and activities.
The case of Lodz is now one of the most interesting examples of how a whole city can be redefined. Complex transformations and
the necessity to give up industry that had been the basis for the creation of Lodz and used to be indispensible for its existence in the
19th and 20th century, made the city authorities face new tasks. Naturally, the authorities of other Polish cities were also confronted
with similar challenges, but the scale and importance of Lodz, its size and the number of inhabitants make its transformation an
unprecedented phenomenon. It is too early today to sum up these changes today. As we have already mentioned, some of the key
investments are still going on and all the initiatives intended to revive the city’s culture have a very short tradition. A few years are
too short a period for us to claim that these activities are going to poduce the intended effect (even though a number of them have
been successful). A factor that is definitely beneficial for the city is the fact that it has become an important element of the Polish and
European railway and road transport network. Lodz has a chance to become an important tourist spot on the map of Poland, thanks
to its location – both for those tourists who choose Lodz as their destination and those who visit the city on their way to other places.
10
https://www.facebook.com/mia100kamienic/ (11.09.2016.)
11
http://lodz.naszemiasto.pl/tag/woonerf-lodz.html, http://woonerf.dlalodzi.info/, https://www.facebook.com/Woonerf. dlaLodzi.info (11.09.2016)
12
Naturally, older buildings can be found on the city outskirts, within its present administrative borders. Similarly, the Old City itself is also based on a
late medieval urban layout – the author wants to point out that there are no buildings constructed earlier than in the 19th century in the central, most important part
of the city.
13
Kronenberg (2012:104)
14
Kaczmarek, Liszewski, Włodarczyk (2006:106)
15
http://4kultury.pl/ (10.09.2016)
16
https://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Centrum_Dialogu_im._Marka_Edelmana (10.09.2016.)
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The author of this study has frequently had an opportunity to show his foreign friends round the city, when they stopped in Lodz
on their way from Berlin or Vienna to Warsaw, St. Petersburg or Moscow. So, it seems that the city has a huge potential and great
possibilities. Whether the transformation of Lodz and the change of its image as a factory, industrial, “poor”, “gloomy” and “dirty”
city to an important cultural and tourist centre have been successful or not, will be decided in the near future.
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The Problems Of Implementation Of The World Heritage Convention In Georgia
Kakha Trapaidze
Tblisi State Academy of Arts, Georgia
When analyzing consequences of mass destruction and rapid development of industry caused by world cataclysms of XX century,
the mankind agreed that cultural heritage represents the most significant non-renewable resource and was forced to contemplate
on how to use this recourse reasonably over time. As a result the issue of necessity of establishing legal and administrative frames,
identifying certain common parameters to protect cultural heritage arose, to which largest part of civilized world agrees.
Familiarizing with practical and theoretical experience existing in this field and itsadoption in Post Soviet environment, where
Soviet government had declared war against traditions, religion is particularly important. This policy destroyed tens of thousands
of religious buildings. Theorists of heritage protection presume that it is practically impossible to estimate the scope of losses of
cultural values, resulting from the policy. “None of the countries in Europe has treated its cultural heritage as barbarically as it
happened in the USSR”1. “Political Utopia of the new world and contemporary architecture movement have completed the general
picture”2.
Even by the end of the 80s of the last century, when tendency of synchronization of certain approaches in cultural heritage protection
field between Soviet and European policies was already noted, technical analysis of existing monuments demonstrated that condition
of 232 monuments, i.e. almost half, of 488monuments existing in Moscow was not satisfactory. Defining factor for such grave
condition of architectural monuments is the fact that a majority of them was used for production and industrial purposes for example
as repair shops, printing houses, factories, motor transport depot and similar objects which contributed to their destruction.
Though signs of new tendencies in regards with cultural heritage were noted already after the Second World War and the Venice
Charter was even considered an official document in the USSR, still this did not seem to interfere in different approaches. Works
were often based on scientific researches, but in most cases the purpose was full reconstruction and stylistic restoration of historical
palaces and monuments and important criterion was to reconstruct the buildings in order to make them usable for different purposes.
Western policy for cultural heritage protection, recognizing that key recommendation while restoring, rehabilitating or developing
management plan for objects of cultural heritage is maintaining its historical function, is diametrically different from this policy.
On December 29, 1976, supreme council of the Soviet Union adopted the ‘Law on Protection and Use of Historical and Cultural
Monuments’ which became the fundamental document in cultural heritage protection field, however already in the II half of the
80s discussion regarding the law and amendments to be made to it were topical3 (E. Seleznyova, N. Babaedova and others) as
the so called ‘Perestroika’ (restructuring,political movement for reformation) created and brought to agenda democratization and
decentralization tendencies. Though fragmented in nature, still the topic of new sources for financing appears which represents an
attempt of substituting the Western institution of patronage of arts. We could consider proposal made by academician D. Likhachov
on using financial resources of Intourist, which agreed to allocate 20% of its income from excursions on monument care.
Tendency of decentralization and delegating management rights on the local level to so called ‘partners’ as well as reforms in cultural
heritage field were associated with complex legal, administrative and economic changes. Human resources were also a pressing
problem. Such discussions outlined the need for changes in current approaches and this did not apply to management system only.
This was the condition the post-Soviet states stepped to independence in upon collapse of the Soviet Union and accumulated
problems turned out to be a difficult heritage for them.
The concern of protection and restoration of cultural heritage became a pressing problem starting from the 90s of the past century
in Georgia. While approaches to movable monuments of cultural heritage were more or less systematic and subject to certain
classifications, the problem of protection and preservation of immovable monuments of cultural heritage was particularly acute
within new reality (church-the owner). One of the most significant segments of this problem is the problem of management of
immovable monuments of cultural heritage, which outlined as particularly problematic after the collapse of previously existing
management systems.
Non-existence of standards is a significant difficulty in this respect for Georgian cultural heritage rehabilitation on the one hand, and
on the other hand this problem is a factor hindering its integration in the process of world cultural heritage protection. We can bring
the monastic complex of Vardzia as an example, or Old Tbilisi, where one of the main factors preventing theirinclusion to UNESCO
World Heritage List was the absence of relevant management plans. We can also think of Bagrati Cathedral from a recent period,
when due to rehabilitation works an issue of removal of the monument from World Heritage List was raised.
Apart from specific cases, absence of sustainable development strategy is an obstacle for irreversibility of rehabilitation process
as even those monuments, physical rehabilitation process of which has been accomplished or is in the process of accomplishment
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now, will soon face the same problems in terms of absence of relevant development strategy. Restoration-conservation is definitely
a very important process, but maintaining the results of this process is equally important as viability and further development of
the monument depend on subsequent steps. It is the detailed management plan that ensures adequacy of all actions towards the
monument of cultural heritage.
It should also be considered, that several monuments on the territory of Georgia have been inscribed on the World Heritage List
and Georgia has committed to have management plans (management-plan) for these monuments as per international convention
concerningprotection of cultural heritage, which will be difficult to accomplish without creating relevant standard.
Considering all these factors our research aims to study management of cultural heritage monuments and all other issues related
to it. Properly selected strategy in this direction largely defines the recognition of significance of the monument today, ensures its
popularization and sustainable development.
During the past two decades a unified vision regarding management of such monuments failed to develop. This creates a significant
drawback in regards with the rehabilitation of the monuments as well as further care.
One important condition also has to be considered – private and state property limits were not identified in the Soviet period, neither
were established the forms of church property. Legislation reforms created new reality in regards with monument management.
Identification of private property and precise borders of the rehabilitation and protection area became necessary in order to ensure
that the monument rehabilitation process does not violate the right of the owners. Therefore it becomes clear that rehabilitation of
complex monuments is closely linked to legal regulations and consequently the regulatory base of the country.
Constitutional agreement between independent Georgianstate and GeorgianOrthodox Church (Concordat) was signed in 2004 in
which the state confirmed the rights of the church on religious monuments. Since, according to this agreement, most of complex
monuments in Georgia are owned by church, certain approaches compliant with principles recognized by international legislation
and not violating the right of church as the owner and institution, have to be developed. This condition can even be considered as
a favorable factor as administrative tasks are simplified if the whole territory is managed by one owner. Contemporary theorists
of heritage protection claim that ‘in certain cases collecting everything under single ownership is one of the long-term tasks of the
supervisory board of the heritage site’ (2, 60).
One of the most optimal examples of this is the management model of Francis of Assisi monastic complex where management
process is accomplished by one owner – religious institution. However, this process is closely coordinated with municipal and
central government, world organization for heritage protection in regards with both, long-term conservation-restoration plan, as
well as involvement in economic planning process. Considering the fact, that average annual number of visitors makes 6 000 000
(six million), it is precisely this close cooperation and planning format which enables to turn a specific monument into a significant
component of economic welfare of a region.
Such management plans can be considered as most effective ways to protect,manage and present cultural heritage monuments.
Its development is a time and labor consuming process including involvement of numerous components and professionals.
Interdisciplinary approaches are most optimal in case of such complex tasks in respect with both, identifying problems and ways of
their solution.
Today museum-reserves represent structural units created for the purpose of protection of complex cultural heritage monuments
or unity of monuments aimed to protect, care for the monument and develop its development strategy. However, due to number
of problems these tasks are not often achieved. A vivid example of this is Gelati monastic complex, which inscribed on the world
Heritage list in 1994 together with the Bagrati monastic complex, unifying 14 constructions built in XII-XIX centuries and covering
approximately 2ha.
Problem number one is the damage caused by natural events or military actions throughout centuries, resulting into need for their
rehabilitation-conservation.
Another problem appeared upon disintegration of the Soviet Union and is typical to Post-Soviet space: starting from the 90s of the
XX century monastic life in the religious monuments was restored which resulted in increase of clergy and congregation. At the
same time intensive touristic flow is observed in some of them although neither the complexes nor their infrastructure is ready to
host such number of visitors. In some cases tourism flow interferes in monasticlife and vice versa, which creates and will continue to
create certain discomfort. In this context, within the format of complex monuments rehabilitation, it becomes necessary to consider
creating their infrastructure which would include these needs as well s other types of needs.
One more complex problem is the restorations carried out in the previous century, methodology of which need to be reviewed in
certain cases. Passed period experience has proved that certain approaches may temporarily solve problems at the monument, but
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create new problems causing equal danger to the monument.
While working on rehabilitation project of the complex legal type of problem revealed to which we would like to draw attention
due to its typical nature and relation to new concept in legislation – private ownership and not only relating to the owner of the
monument itself, but possible interests of the owners of the territory in the vicinity of the monument.
Many monuments in Georgia are located within populated area and immediately bordering land sites owned by the population or
relevant administrative units. Additionally monument protection area is enforced for monuments inscribed on the World heritage
List creating additional liabilities for the population living in the area.
This issue is only theoretically regulated by legislation, i.e. buffer zone for each monument is not documentarily identified, which
is a challenge for the rehabilitation process itself as well as for involvement of the local population. Whereas modern philosophy
of heritage protection considers enabling monument protection and sustainable development which includes involvement and
adaptation of the local population as one of its components in monument protection process and stimulation of realizing the fact that
existence and development of certain monuments is a prerequisite for their welfare and sustainable economic development.
It is essential to work with people settled or having interest in this zone first of all and inform them in the manner which will not
cause aggression towards the heritage site.
These factors are topical for Gelati monastic complex as it is practically part of populated area (village Gelati) and large part of the
territory surrounding the complex is owned either by private owners or the state.
Essential condition for protection and development of each similar monument is regulation of relations of legal nature with the
population so as not to violate the interests of neither the owner nor the monument. Such an approach has been developed within
the format of Gelati monastic complex rehabilitation project which, considering these interests, includes recommendations for
regulation of the problem and, in our opinion, establishes a standard to regulate legal issues of similar character.
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An exploratory study of Turkish consumers’ consciousness, awareness, perception and
choice regarding green restaurant practices
Murat Yücelen, Gizem Kılıç
Cornell University in Ithaca, USA
Abstract
Sustainability is becoming a widespread term used in the tourism sector, as well as in food and beverage operations. In this research,
green practices in restaurants are analyzed through the perspective of Turkish consumers. The main aim of the study is to explore
consumers’ environmental/green consciousness, awareness and perception of green practices, and the significance of green practices
in consumer choice. Empirical data was collected by means of a questionnaire distributed by using snowball-sampling method,
and face-to-face interviews were conducted to obtain qualitative data, while descriptive statics were taken into consideration in
answering the research questions. Results reveal that respondents believe that green restaurants are environmentally friendly,
healthy and expensive, and that higher quality and healthier menus are the most effective factors in consumer choice. It was also
observed that green practices and green image can be turned into a marketing advantage when restaurants take proactive actions to
raise consumer consciousness with respect to green practices.
Keywords: Sustainability, tourism sector, green restaurant practices, consumer consciousness and choice
INTRODUCTION
Sustainability is a contemporary issue which has a wide range of implications on a global scale, in the fields of economics, politics,
law and human rights. The travel, tourism and hospitality sectors constitute a significant portion of the discussion on and applications
of this crucial issue, due to their high level of energy consumption and waste production. The tourism industry has countless direct
and indirect ecological effects; contributing to carbon dioxide, nitrogen oxide and methane gas emissions, affecting wildlife by
endangering animal species including sea life, increasing resource consumption/waste (especially water), and causing the loss of
natural areas can be provided as examples, in addition to further complications posed by the growth in population. Gössling and
Peeters (2015, pp. 17-22) argue that in case tourism development continues at this pace, its environmental effects will double in
2050, compared with 2010.
In the context of this research, the word “green” signifies the use of environmentally friendly or recycled products in order to diminish
the impact on the environment. According to Namkung and Jang (2013, p. 85), businesses which have realized the marketing
power of the green enterprise, have been rushing to become “greener.” In line with augmented consumer sensitivity regarding
environmental issues, the demand for environment-friendly products and services is also increasing at a fast pace. Contemporary
consumers are found to take into account not only the function and quality of a good or service, but also the extent to which
brands fulfill their responsibilities towards the environment (John and Narayanamurthy, 2015, pp. 6-7). It has also been found
that consumers are willing to pay a high price for such products and services (Han et al, 2011, p. 325). Although it is known that
consumers support energy saving applications, there is not adequate evidence that green applications have a significant effect on
tourists’ choices. It is nevertheless believed that consumers are in favor of reasonably priced and easily applicable energy saving
initiatives (UNWTO-UNEP, 2008, p. 11).
There are several studies on green and sustainable practices and consumer behavior with respect to restaurants in Turkey. Sunnetcioglu
and Yilmaz (2015) approached green practices in restaurants from the perspective of producers. Yuksekbilgili (2014) investigated
the correlation between consumer behavior and factors that effect consumer choice in restaurants. On the other hand, the present
study attempts to combine consumer behavior and green practices, explore consumer consciousness, awareness and perception of
green practices, and detect factors that affect consumers’ restaurant choice. The research is based on the information collected from
Turkish consumers of different age, income and education levels. This study also aims to reveal opportunities in consumer oriented
green marketing strategies for restaurants.
GREEN PRACTICES IN RESTAURANTS
Because of its intrinsic operational nature, the food and beverage (F&B) business, as a sub-sector of the tourism industry, is a
major contributor to energy loss and the production of waste materials in many forms. (Gössling and Peeters, 2015, p.1; Vitousek
et al, 1997, pp. 494-495). Restaurants and kitchens are areas where high amounts of energy is consumed. It is estimated that up
to %80 of the annual energy used by F&B businesses in the US can be attributed to faulty practices. Inefficient kitchen utensils,
ventilation ducts that generate excessive noise and heat, and high consumption lighting systems may be given as examples (Enis,
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2007, p. 34). Green restaurant practices aim to minimize the negative impact of food and beverage operations on the environment.
As a consequence of the global discussion and applications of the “green movement”, there has been a recent trend towards the
establishment of “green restaurants.”
In 2007, the Green Restaurant Association defined green restaurant practices in three areas: green actions (energy and water saving,
recycling, designing green buildings), green foods (organic and local), and green donations (participating in sustainability activities)
(Schubert et al, 2010, p. 288). Choi and Parsa (2006) state that corporate social responsibility is actually a part of green practices
which include health, environment and social facilities. On the other hand, Jeong and Jang categorize green practices in five
dimensions; recycling and composting, using ecologic cleaning materials, kitchen utensils and service equipment, saving energy
and natural resources, and using organic and local ingredients.
“Green Generation Restaurant” project, carried out with the collaboration of World Wildlife Foundation (WWF) Turkey, Bogazici
University, TURYID and Unilever Food Solutions, is an example of green practices in restaurants. The project was derived from the
“Avoid Food Waste” project of Unilever, subsequently expanding to restaurants and hotels. As part of the procedure, WWF Turkey
provides a list of actions to be taken in restaurants, while restaurants are periodically inspected and receive a certificate.
GREEN PRACTICES AND CONSUMER BEHAVIOR
Psychology, sociology and economics are the major factors that affect consumer behavior; whereas marketing and sales techniques,
external factors, and social and material motivations affect consumer perception and choice (Kalafatis et al., 1999, p. 443).
Sustainable practices in restaurants such as energy saving, recycling and using local ingredients are not widely acknowledged by
consumers (Jang et al., 2015, pp. 146-147). Material motivations are very effective in encouraging consumers to engage in green
practices (Huang et al., 2014, pp. 139-140).
Han et al. (2011) explain consumer behavior in green hotels with Ajzen Theory (1991), and support that subjective norm, perceived
behavioral control and attitude are positively correlated with intention and behavior. The idea that healthy and fresh ingredients
are served at green restaurants is an example of determinants of attitude. A third party’s positive impact on a person’s behavior is a
subjective norm, and consumers dining at a restaurant due to positive feedback they received from trusted ones can be given as an
example (Ajzen, 1991, p. 206).
Food and beverage sector is a service sector. Restaurants produce intangible items, so this context strengthens the link between brand
image, green practices and consumer behavior/choice. It is possible that consumers take positive brand image into consideration in
their restaurant choice. Although academic and professional experts agree on the positive influence of green brand image, the direct
impact of green practices in restaurants on consumer choice is still an undiscovered research area.
AIM OF THE RESEARCH AND FINDINGS
Based on this discussion, this research is aimed at exploring consumer consciousness, awareness and perception of Turkish consumers
in the context of green practices in restaurants. The analysis attempts to clarify the role of these three factors in consumers’ choice
of restaurants so as to assess the relationship among these factors, and to devise a roadmap for green service providers in the F&B
sector. In order to achieve the research aims, a survey geared towards the general public was developed and administered, based on
the research models of Schubert et al. (2010) and Jeong and Jang (2010). Snowball data collection method was used in the research
(Wrenn et al., 2007). The survey was launched online to reach as many people as possible via social networks, and also distributed
in printed form for convenience data gathering, and to increase the randomness of the sample universe. In addition to the quantitative
results, to obtain qualitative findings in support of the research, an interview was undertaken with representatives from Unilever
Food Solutions, which is a supporter of the Green Generation Restaurant Project in Turkey.
As of February 1st 2016, a total of 193 usable surveys were received from 60 male and 121 female respondents and statistical analyses
were performed on the collected data. Two thirds of the participants were women, the majority has at least university degrees, and
one third of the participants work in the private sector, while the rest is comprised of students, retirees and self-employed people.
Data collected from the surveys was analyzed in IBM SPSS 22.0. Dataset reliability analysis revealed a highly acceptable Cronbach
Alpha value of 0,947 significant at the 0,000 level as obtained by means ANOVA and Hotelling t-square tests.
Environmental consciousness
With regard to the environmental consciousness of the Turkish consumer based on respondents’ self-assessment, it was found that
there is a high level of knowledge on environmental issues and that people have a preference of environmentally friendly products
and services in their consumption patterns. The same was not true about consciousness of green restaurant practices, which was
scored well below the average, with a high standard deviation. This means that consumers both do not know this concept too well,
and they are not very confident in the meaning of the concept. It was also found that women (especially those between the ages of
30-39) have a higher consciousness compared with men (especially of those between the ages of 25-29, who have the lowest score
in consciousness).
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Awareness of green practices in restaurants
Participants were asked about their awareness of practices in waste management, recycling, the use of environment friendly
and sustainable products, social responsibility, and reduction in the use of natural resources and energy, in the context of green
restaurants. It was found that restaurant guests are most aware of electric power saving schemes, while they are least aware of the
use of sustainable equipment in the kitchen, which is a back-of-house operation practice.
Although participants gave low scores on the consciousness of green restaurant practices in the previous section, the average
scores were higher regarding awareness of green practices in restaurants. This finding suggests that consumers actually see and
observe green practices in front-of-house when they go to restaurants, but they are not aware that these practices are an aspect of
sustainability issues. Also, there is no consensus among participants as to the nature of green practices in restaurants as observed in
the high standard deviation in the responses.
Perception of green restaurants
The general perception of green restaurants on the part of the Turkish consumer is that they are expensive. Participants believe that
green restaurants protect the environment by means of green practices, use sustainable foods, and that they are healthier. They also
believe that there is a link between green practices and social responsibility of the F&B service provider. The same cannot be said
about the link between perceived quality and green practices, where more than %40 of participants do not perceive a higher quality
in green restaurants. Also, less than half of the participants perceive restaurants as social enterprises.
Effects of green practices on restaurant choice
When asked about the factors taken into account in restaurant choices, quality and healthy foods were found to be the highest scored
factors affecting consumer choice. Participants were also highly in favor of organic and local foods in the restaurants they visit. On
the other hand, having social responsibility and being environmentally sensitive were the factors which were the least effective in
choosing a restaurant. Further statistical analysis revealed that women cared more about social responsibility and environmental
sensitivity in their restaurant choices compared to men (Table 1). Although there was no significant difference in restaurant choice
with regard to the age of the participants, it is found that the higher the monthly income (Table 2) and propensity to spend more per
person at a restaurant (Table 3), the more significant the quality issue becomes in choosing a restaurant.

Table 1 – Green Practices and Restaurant Choice, Independent t test, Gender
Female(a)

Male(b)

M

SD

M

SD

Environmentally
friendly restaurants.

3,68

1,000

3,25

To go to sustainable
restaurants to protect
the environment.

3,48

1,047

Local ingredients.

4,07

Organic ingredients.

3,88

Choice/Gender
I prefer...

T

Df

P

1,129

2,599

179

,010

3,12

1,152

2,091

179

,038

,892

3,58

1,139

2,878

95,981

,005

1,018

3,53

1,015

2,186

179

,030

a=121 participants b=60 participants

Table 2 – Green Practices and Restaurant Choice, Independent t test, Monthly Income
Choice/Monthly
Income

I consider quality in my
restaurant choice.

< 3000 TL(a)
M

SD

4,13

,938

> = 3 0 0 0
TL(b)
M
SD
4,45

,746

T

Df

P

2,521

182

,013

a=98 participants b=86 participants. 1 TL = 0.34 USD = 0.30 Euro
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Table 3 – Green Practices and Restaurant Choice, Independent t test, Average Check per Person
Choice/Average
Check

< 50 TL(a)
M
SD

>= 50 TL(b)
M
SD

T

Df

P

I consider quality
in my restaurant
choice.

4,16

4,42

2,032

183

,043

,898

,809

a=96 participants b=89 participants

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
In this research, it was primarily realized that consumers do come across green practices in restaurants, but they are not highly
conscious of the fact that these practices occur in the context of sustainability and green restaurant initiatives. It was also understood
that people are more aware of the practices undertaken in the frontal guest areas as opposed to what goes on in the rear areas of
restaurants (Namkung and Jang, 2013, p. 85). Although in most restaurants waste management takes place in back-of-house, the
research unveiled that people examine service areas and come to a conclusion by observing their surroundings.
Women are observed to be more concerned in sustainable food and ecofriendly practices in their choice of restaurants, compared to
men. While Turkish consumers perceive green restaurants as more expensive, at the same time, they are highly in favor of practices
that protect the environment in general. In general, Turkish consumers are found to primarily give importance to quality and
healthy foods over green practices. This finding means that the adoption of environmentally friendly practices is not a significant
factor in the choice of a restaurant. The reason why these consumers have a lower consciousness and awareness in comparison to
the consumers in Europe and America is that environmentally conscious practices are not as widespread and promoted in Turkey,
as it is in these other regions. It is thus suggested that regulations and investments become aligned in order to increase green
practices in restaurants. In order to achieve this, in-house marketing techniques can be utilized to communicate green practices more
effectively to consumers. Therefore, while increasing the consciousness and awareness of customers, F&B businesses can turn their
environmentally friendly image into a marketing advantage.
Restaurants could increase their customer engagement in green practices such as; waste management using ecological equipment,
serving sustainable food, saving water/electricity and becoming involved in social responsibility projects. Organic and local items
on menus or ecological/recycled materials used in the restaurant could be indicated with the direct positive impact they have
on the local community and the relevant carbon footprint. Interactive marketing methods would make customers feel like they
are supporting the community by choosing a sustainable restaurant and getting green value per their meal. Restaurants have the
opportunity to turn these practices into a way to improve their green brand image.
The study is not without limitations. Although a research by Lassen et al. (2016) proves that consumers prefer sustainable products,
the difference between intention and attitude points out an inconsistency with the findings in this study. Further factor and linear
regression analyses could improve the validity of the results, by investigating the direct impact of green practices on consumer
choice. The research is based on the subjective information received from the participants in the Istanbul region. Further analyses
could consider data collection from other regions of Turkey in order to diminish the possible regional bias in the responses. Finally,
the gap between the number of female and male participants and lack of control mechanism in verification of participants’ responses
can be mentioned as the limitations of the research.
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